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Abstract 

 

The study examines the realization of teasing among high solidarity group and its 
relation to respondents‟ gender and gender relation. The study focuses on the 
teasing categories, directness in teasing, and the realization of teasing in relation 
to respondents‟ gender and gender relation. The data were collected from 
recorded observation, which was later transcribed for further analysis.  
 Four categories of teasing are revealed, namely teasing concerning 
physical appearance, teasing concerning action or habit, teasing concerning 
inability, and miscellany. There are also two types of teasing in terms of 
directness, i.e. direct and indirect teasing. Direct teasings are explicit (non-
metaphorical meaning), straight to the target, and telling the truth. On the other 
hand, indirect teasings are implicit, not straight to the target, and not telling the 
truth. 
 The teasing category mostly used is teasing concerning physical 
appearance. In terms of directness, the respondents used more indirect teasing. 
Female respondents tend to tease more than male respondents and tend to 
tease more directly than male respondents. Female and male respondents tend 
to use teasing concerning physical appearance more than other teasing 
categories. Furthermore, gender relation is related to the teasing categories. 
When the targets are females, teasings concerning physical appearance are 
always in the second rank. On the other hand, when the targets are males, 
teasing concerning physical appearance is always in the first rank. In terms of 
directness, gender relation is closely related to the use of indirect teasing. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

 

This chapter presents general introduction to the present study. It includes the 

background of the study, the aims of the study, research methodology, 

respondents, procedure, clarification of terms, and organisation of the paper. 

 

1.1 The background of the study 

Female and male are different physically and genetically (Suyana 2000).  There 

are two terms used to define female and male. Sex is a term used when female 

and male are genetically or biologically constructed. On the other hand, in terms 

of social construction, males and females are associated with the term gender.  

Some people believe that gender has to do with different ways of speaking. As 

cited by Irawati (1985), Englishmen believe that female‟s tongue is like a sheep 

tail which keeps moving. Chinese stated that tongue is the females‟ sword 

because they would not let it rusty. Spanish said that male speaks while female 

talks. These statements indicate that female and male have different ways of 

speech.  

As male and female are different in their speech, some linguists such as 

Holmes (2001) and Wardhaugh (1992) also believe that they are different in 

using directness and indirectness. Female tends to be indirect in her speech 

while male, in the contrary, is more direct.  
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In speaking, people consider some aspects. One may consider gender 

and solidarity to decide which style of speaking they may use appropriately, direct 

or indirect. Thomas (1995) believes when people high solidarity, they tend to be 

more direct. In considering gender, Holmes (2001) believes that female receives 

indirect utterances than male does. 

When people become closer to one another, they tend to form a group 

which is called friends. Teasing is often evidence in interactions among members 

of this group. It seems that they are not easily insulted in this context. They laugh 

and even tease their friends back. 

People have reasons for teasing their friends. Stritofs (2004) stated that 

some people use teasing as a habit to come across their friendship, to avoid a 

dull conversation, to be the centre of attention. They even believe that it is a safe 

way to say the negative thing to their friends, because teasing is often covered 

with humors.  

This study investigates the relation between genders on the style of their 

teasing among their friends as high solidarity group members.  

 

1.2 The aims of the study 

With regards to the general description above, the present study aims to: 

a identify the realisation of directness and indirectness in teasing among high 

solidarity group members. 

b identify whether there is a relation between gender and the style of directness 

and indirectness in teasing among high solidarity group members. 

c find whether there is a relation between gender and the style of teasing 

among high solidarity group members.  
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1.3 Research methodology  

The study is largely qualitative in nature. Some simple quantitative procedures, 

however, are also employed. 

This section presents the brief account of methodology. Further account of 

methodology will be presented in chapter III.  

 

1.3.1 Respondents  

One of qualitative research methods is case study. Case study observed one 

group. Therefore, the respondents of this research were mates of a boarding 

house named „PW‟ which is located at Jl. Sersan Surip no. 143/191 A Ledeng- 

Bandung, West Java. They lived in the same boarding house for more than a 

year. They were close each and had intimacy, acceptance, trust, and often help 

each other so that they are considered to be in high solidarity. Therefore, they 

were chosen to be the respondents in this study, besides, they represent both 

genders. 

 

1.3.2 Procedures of data collection 

The data was collected through recorded observations. The observation was 

done through March to October 2004. The respondents were told about the 

recording, but they were not told which conversation was recorded.  Interviews 

were also conducted to clarify the data. 

 

1.4 Clarification of terms 
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This section presents the clarification of the key terms used in this paper. The 

terms are gender, directness, teasing, and solidarity. 

Gender is an appropriate term for distinguishing people on the basis on their 

socio-cultural behaviour, including speech. The gender in this paper focuses on 

contrasts between features of women‟s and men‟s speech (Holmes, 2001: 150) 

both on the topic and directness. Respondents‟ gender refers to the gender of a 

speaker, while gender relation refers to the interaction between female-to-female, 

female-to-male, male-to-male, and male-to-female, with the first of each pair 

representing the speaker, and the second representing the hearer. 

Directness in communication is a style of talking in which speakers‟ meaning 

have no gap with the utterance meaning. In other words, directness is a style of 

communication where what is said by the speaker has no difference to what is 

implicated in the utterance (Thomas 1995). In addition, Adelman and Levine 

(1993:64) stated that directness is a style of communication where the speaker 

does not avoid issues. Therefore, in expressing their idea, they get to the point.  

Teasing remarks some sort of animosity for an individual in the guise of 

kidding around (Carters 2004). Therefore, teasing may or may not hurt the 

interlocutors as stated by Feinberg (in Carters 2004). The teasing can be focused 

on the target‟s physical appearance, capability, and sexual issue.  

Solidarity is the scale used in emphasizing that how well we know someone 

(Holmes 1992:9). High solidarity is associated with very close relation among the 

interlocutors.  

 

1.5 The organisation of the paper: 
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The paper consists of five chapters. Each chapter is subdivided into sections and 

subsections. Chapter One presents the introduction to the paper. It covers the 

background of the study, the aims of the study, research methodology, 

respondent, procedure of data collection, clarification of terms, and the research 

activity paper organisation. Chapter Two reviews theoretical accounts on the 

issues of gender, directness, solidarity, and teasing. Chapter Three discusses the 

method applied in this study. Chapter Four presents the data analysis and the 

discussion of its finding. Chapter Five concludes the present study.  
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Chapter II 

Literature Review 

 

This chapter discusses some theories relevant to the present study. The key 

issues involve gender, directness, solidarity, and teasing. Section 2.1 discusses 

theories of gender and language; Section 2.2 reviews theories of directness; 

Section 2.3 of solidarity; and Section 2.4 of teasing.  

  

2.1 Gender and language 

This section consists of two subsections. Subsection 2.1.1 reviews the notion of 

gender and gender relation; and Subsection 2.1.2 discusses gender, gender 

relation, and directness. 

 

2.1.1  The notion of gender  

The term „gender‟ has been commonly used in social studies rather than 

sex because sex is considered biologically determined while gender is 

socially constructed, involving the whole scope of psychological, social, 

and cultural differences between males and females (Wardhaugh 

1992:309). This statement is also supported by Graddol and Swann 

(1989), who stated that gender is used for social differences between 

males and females, whereas sex relates to biological differences and 

binary differences between both genders. They also stated that gender is 
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also used as a technical term relating to certain grammatical words in a 

certain language. Wood (1994:48) stated that “gender is one of the 

primary aspects of identity that we learn through conversation with others”. 

Holmes (2001), similarly, believed that „gender‟ is an appropriate term for 

distinguishing people of the basis on their socio-cultural behaviour, 

including speech.  

The present study uses term respondents‟ gender to refer to the gender of 

a speaker. Furthermore, gender relation refers to the gender of the 

speaker-listener. Gender relation, therefore, can be the relation between 

female-female, female-male, male-female, and male-male. 

 

2.1.2 Gender and directness 

Numerous researchers have described that female‟s speech are different 

from that of male‟s (Wardhaugh 1992:310). Coates (1986 in Graddol and 

Swan 1989) stated that linguistic differences are merely a reflection of 

social differences, and as long as people view males and females as 

different then the differences in males‟ and females‟ language would still 

exist. 

Numerous studies in many languages find how different the language use 

of males and females are, and the reason why they are different (see 

Holmes 2001). Based on these studies, judgments have been made on 

the language use of males and females.  One of the judgments is that 
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males speak more directly rather than females, as illustrated by Scollon 

(1995:230) in [2a]. 

 

[2a]      He: What would you like for your birthday? 

She: I don‟t care, anything‟s OK. 

He: No, really, what do you want?   I‟d like to get you something nice. 

She: You don‟t have to get me anything, besides we can‟t afford much 

right now. 

He: Well, how about if we just go out for dinner together then? 

She: Sure, that‟s fine. I don‟t really want anything. You always give me 

whatever I want anyway 

 

The illustration shows that the male wanted the female not to be wishy-

washy and indefinite, but to say what she wanted clearly. On the other 

hand, the female was careful not to spoil this situation by being direct 

although she wanted the male to show his feeling for her.  

 People considered whom they speak to. Hence, the addressee 

influences people‟s speech (Holmes 2001:224). There are some factors of 

the addressee that affect the speech of the speaker; two of them are 

gender and solidarity. Holmes (2001:265) believes that gender of the 

addressee influences the speech of people. Females not only use indirect 

speech but also receive the indirect one. In addition, Holmes (2001) also 
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states that solidarity of the interlocutor also influences the speaker‟s 

speech style, including directness. In a high solidarity group, its members 

tend to be more direct than in a low solidarity group.  

 

2.2 Directness 

This section is divided into four subsections. Subsection 2.2.1 discusses the 

notion of directness; Subsection 2.2.2 focuses on the reason why people are 

direct / indirect; Subsection 2.2.3 on meaning and directness; and Subsection 

2.2.4 on directness and solidarity. 

 

2.2.1 The notion of directness 

As „directness‟ and „indirectness‟ are much too general, much too vague to 

be really safe in cross-cultural studies, unless the specific nature of a 

given cultural norm is spelled out (Wierzbicka 1985:175, in Ananthia 

2002:20), it is quite difficult to sketch out what is meant by directness.  

According to Grice‟s theory of conversational implicature, there are two 

distinct kinds of meaning, those are the entailment or the utterance 

meaning and implicature or the speaker‟s meaning, as shown in the figure 

2.1.  
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           Said/entiled 

Conveyed   

    Conversationally implicated 

 

Figure 2.1 Two kinds of meaning (Grundy 1999:81) 

 

Relating Grice‟s theory above to directness, Grundy (1999) believes that „being 

direct‟ could be defined as conveying an explicit or literal meaning, that is the 

intended meaning of the speaker. Indirectness, on the other hand, means that 

there is a mismatch between the expressed meaning and the implied meaning 

Thomas (1995). In other words, what is said differs from what is implicated 

(meant).  

 

…not just as a lack of transparency, such as with use of unusual 

words or ambiguous deictic references, but as lack of transparency 

specifically and intentionally employed by the speaker to convey a 

meaning which differed, in some way, from the utterance meaning. 

The key notion here is that of the intended exploitation of a gap 

between the speaker‟s meaning and the utterance meaning… 

(Weizman 1989:73, in Thomas 1995:133)  

 

„Being direct‟ is also defined as “get to the point”, “do not beat around bush”, or 

“get down to business” (Levine and Adelman 1993:68), “do not be wishy-washy”, 

“be definite”, or “say something clearly” (Scollon 1995:230). Keraf (2004) defines 

indirectness in diction as a technique in choosing words that the speaker‟s idea 

and intention can be expressed effectively and straightforwardly.  
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Keraf (2004) believes that indirectness is realised in the redundant use of 

words, the use of words that did not express the meaning, and the use of vague 

words that possibly come to ambiguity.  

 

2.2.2 Why people are direct or indirect 

In communication, people use directness to avoid misunderstanding and 

confusion, as being indirect is considered as costly and risky.  It is „costly‟ 

because the indirect utterance takes longer for the speaker to produce and 

longer for the addressee to process. It is „risky‟ because the addressee 

may not understand what the speaker means (Thomas 1995:120). 

Some reasons people use indirectness in communication are: (a) to make 

one‟s language more/less interesting; (b) to increase the force of one‟s 

message; (c) to compete goals; (d) to gain politeness/regard for „face‟; (e) 

to avoid hurting someone else; (f) to show how clever they are; (g) to avoid 

taboo word or topic; (h) to avoid unpleasantness (Thomas 1995:143). 

 

2.2.3 Meaning and directness 

In defining meaning, Finnegan (1995) believes that there are two broad 

dimensions of meanings: denotation and sense. Denotation is the relationship 

between the word and the world while sense is the relationship between the 

words with other words in the language. Denotation is like reference, which 

relates the utterance to entities, situations, or properties in the outside world, but 

not tied to a particular context like reference. Hofmann (1993) states that 
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denotation can be pointed to with some words, and it depends on who is 

speaking, when and where. On the other hand, sense can be understood from 

the word itself. In other words, sense is the utterance meaning while denotation is 

the speaker‟s meaning. Furthermore, Hofmann puts the concept into the Triangle 

of Signification: 

 

       Form    concept, sense      in a LANGUAGE 

   

   

    Referent       in a WORLD 

 

Figure 2.2. Triangle of signification (Hofmann 1993:13) 

 

Lyon (1995) believes that there are two kinds of meaning, they are 

descriptive (propositional) and non-descriptive (non-propositional) meaning. 

Descriptive or propositional meaning is more or less equivalent to „cognitive‟ or 

„referential‟. Descriptive meaning regards that it is a universally acknowledged 

fact that language can be used to make descriptive statements which are true or 

false depend on the propositional that they express. This fact is given 

prominence in the truth-conditional theory which has been significant in recent 

years and states that the meaning of an utterance is its contribution to the truth 

condition of sentences containing it.  As descriptive meaning is closely equivalent 

to referential theory, it is believed that the meaning of an expression is what it 

refers to (or denotes), or stands for (Lyons 1995:40). In other words, descriptive 

meaning is direct meaning. 
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Non-descriptive meaning is more heterogeneous and less central in the 

view of many philosophers and linguists. It includes an expressive meaning- i.e. 

the kind of meaning by virtue of which speakers express, rather than describe, 

their beliefs attitudes, and feelings (Lyons 1995). Cruse (2000) adds that some 

characteristics of expressive meaning are subjective, express an emotional state, 

could appear when appropriate intonation and stress are added, and is 

accommodated in stressed implicit superlative word. In other words, non-

descriptive meaning is indirect meaning.   

While Lyon (1995) divides meaning into descriptive (propositional) and 

non-descriptive (non-propositional) meaning, Keraf (2004) believes that there are 

two types of meaning in language: denotative meaning and connotative meaning.  

Denotative meaning is one without any additional meaning or sense. It is 

divided based on two relationships: (1) the relationship between a word to its 

reference, and (2) the relationship between a word and certain characteristics 

from the reference it refers to (Keraf 2004:27-28). Connotative meaning contains 

additional meaning or sense where stimuli and response involve emotional value 

(Keraf 2004). It means that denotative meaning is direct meaning, while 

connotative meaning is indirect meaning.  

There are many kinds of figure of speeches, namely: euphemism, rhetoric 

question, simile, metaphor, allusion, epithet, and pun or paronomasia. 

Euphemism is a style where the speaker tries to avoid offending the addressee in 

his/her utterance. Rhetoric question is the way speaker asks a question that does 

not need an answer because he/she assumes that there is only one answer. 

Simile is a comparison of two things involving function words such as look like, 

as, and like. Metaphor is a comparison of two things without using function words 
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as simile does.  Allusion is a figure of speech that suggests similarity between 

people, places, or events. It usually refers explicitly or implicitly to events, figures, 

or places in the real life, mythologies, or famous literary works. To express this 

figure of speech, the speaker must ensure that the addressee knows the allusion. 

Epithet is a kind of reference which states a certain characteristic of something or 

someone. It is a descriptive phrase that explains or replaces the name of 

someone or something. Pun or paronomasia is a word play by using similarity of 

sounds (Keraf 2004). 

When an utterance possesses this type of meaning, which means that it has a declination meaning 

from its denotative one, it is considered a figure of speech or trope, that is a declination of language emotionally 

from common language, whether in (a) spell, (b) formation of a word, (c) construction of a sentence, clause, or 

phrase, or (d) application of a term to gain clearness, stress, humour, or other side effects.  

 

2.2.4 Directness and social distance 

The relative power of the speaker and the addressee and the social distance 

between the speaker and the addressee influence the use of directness in 

speech. The power of the speaker and addressee influence the speech to gain 

their reasons.  

There are some factors that determine the social distance of the speaker 

and addressee. Age, gender, the degree of intimacy, and status are some of 

them. It is argued that the closer the social distance is, the more direct the 

speech will be (Thomas 1995). 

 

2.3  Solidarity  

This section discusses the notion of solidarity in relation to gendered friendship, 

and teasing. 
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2.3.1 The notion of solidarity 

Solidarity is a social distance scale in emphasizing how well we know 

someone. A high solidarity group means a group with intimacy (Holmes 

2001:9). People in high solidarity groups can be family members, relatives, 

or friends. This study focuses on high solidarity group who are close 

friends. According to Selman, an expert in the area of adolescent 

friendship, intimacy in friendship is characterized by self-disclosure, 

closeness, mutual assistance and loyalty (McNelles 1999). Close 

friendship itself is defined as one that endure over time and in which 

participants depend on one another for various aspects.   

 

2.3.2 Gendered friendship 

According to Sherrod (1989 in Wood 1994), both genders value same-sex 

close friends, and both agree on basic qualities of close friendships are 

intimacy, acceptance, trust, and help. Intimacy is characterized by self-

disclose, closeness, mutual assistance, and loyalty (Selman in 

anonymous, retrieved in 2004). However, there are more similarities than 

differences in the meanings given to intimacy by participants in cross-sex 

and same-sex friendships (Monsour 1992:289 in Wood 1994:183).  

In a same-sex friendship, the friendships of females are 

characterized by having higher level of intimacy with an emphasis on 

closeness with their friends.  Aries and Johnson (1983) reported that 

females use talk to build connections with their friends. They share 
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personal feelings, experiences, fears, and problems to get along with their 

friends (Wood 1994:185). In other words, when females have a very close 

friendship, their conversations consist of feelings and emotions. One way 

females show intimacy is by having conversations about themselves and 

personal topics. Researchers have defined emotional closeness as having 

qualities in friendship such as caring for a friend, saying nice things about 

each other, enjoying being with a friend, being available to talk when 

needed, along with other respects (Shulman 1997).   

Males, on the other hand, show intimacy differently. Males are more 

assertive in their communication and males are likely to interrupt, threaten, 

heckle, and name-call towards same-sex friends (Phillipsen 1999 in 

anonymous, retrieved in 2004). Males are also likely to tease or joke with 

friends about personal matters. Males tend to „play‟ and talk to one 

another when in large groups or crowds. 

 Because males and females generally rule alternative rules for 

communicating, there is greater potential for misunderstanding as well as 

awkwardness in mixed-sex friendship. Males say they receive more 

emotional support and therapeutic release from female than from male 

friends, and females also reported that they receive less of it from males 

than females friends (Reisman 1990, in Wood 1994:190). In cross-sex 

friendships, the differences between males‟ and females‟ communication 

styles are shown up. Generally, males demand more attention, response, 

and support than they offer to females with whom they are friends. 
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However, both genders agree that females are more attentive, caring, and 

responsive, and friendship with females are more close and satisfying than 

with males (Wood 1994:191). 

 

2.3.3 Friendship and teasing 

In close friendship, Haldane and Pitman (1997) believe that teasing is 

often an expression of confidence and intimacy. A certain amount of 

teasing and ridiculing occurs within every adolescent friendship because 

the funny insults and teasing jokes between members of the group are 

considered bringing them closer together, and "the mean stuff happens to 

outsiders." (Pitman 1997). Supporting this idea, Korobov (2001:314-315) 

states that: 

 

Teasing is a way to enhance solidarity, strengthen bonds, experiment with 
novel linguistic responses or “come-backs” (and with the adolescent 
vernacular in general), or communicate liking without being held 
accountable for one‟s feelings 

 

Nevertheless, there is not an abundance of information about teasing 

among teenager friendships. Researchers are still looking at this topic 

concern. It can be concluded from a study Phillipsen (1999 in anonymous 

2004), that since males are more aggressive in their interaction with 

friends, they are more possible to tease, name-call and heckle within their 

friendships. Since the friendships of females are more sensitive, less 
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conflict occurred and more agreements and acknowledgments were noted. 

Males demanded attention while speaking; females are more passive and 

sensitive when talking to friends (Phillipsen 1999 in anonymous, retrieved 

in 2004).  

 

2.4 Teasing 

This section discusses some theories related to the notion of teasing, directness 

and teasing, and teasing and gender. 

 

2.4.1 The notion of teasing 

Pitman (1997) defines teasing as a pattern of a communication. “It remarks some 

sort of animosity for an individual in the guise of kidding around” (Carters 2004). 

Drew (1987 in Pawluck 1989 in Korobov 2001) believes that teasing is one of the 

most ambiguous and analytically indefinable forms of interaction. Haldane (cited 

in Pitman 1997) states that teasing is mostly an indirect attack; it is hiding 

meanness behind humour. Therefore, teasing is on ambiguity balance between 

funny joke and oppressive attack.  

According to (Stritofs, retrieved in 2004), some reasons why people tease 

are: (a) to try to be the centre of attention (as sometimes when someone teases, 

his/her teasing reflects attention back to him/her who wants to be appreciated for 

his/her clever zinger while putting someone else down); (b) to liven up a dull 

conversation, to try and come across as clever and funny; (c) to use teasing as a 

habit as a way in interacting with people; (d) to use teasing as a smoke screen to 

keep the focus on others and not on themselves, and (e) to elevate themselves in 
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the eyes of others. Stritofs (retrieved in 2004) also believe that some people 

tease their friends when there are others around because they think it is a safe 

way to say something negative they want to say.  Satir, a family therapist, has 

said that teasing is often an unacknowledged hostility. It is an attempt to avoid 

responsibility for being honest. It is often an effort to disclaim the presence of 

hostility, and in effect, everyone loses (Stritofs, retrieved in 2004).  

 The focus of the teasing can be the target‟s physical appearance, sex 

issue, or capability (Stritofs, retrieved in 2004). 

 

2.4.2 Teasing and directness  

Even though Haldane (cited in Piman 1997), a parent-resource worker 

with information Children in Burnaby, B.C. says that teasing is often an 

indirect malice behind humour, Feinberg (cited in Carters 2004) believes 

that it sits on a balance between figurative fun and literal lashing-out which 

can be used for manipulation. From what Feinberg said, teasing uses both 

direct and indirect attack.  

In indirect teasing, figure of speeches are usually used. As shown by 

Muliati (2004), people sometimes use dysphemistic expressions to tease, 

while a dysphemistic expression itself is an expression used to show 

disapproval and to downgrade. Downgrading is the same as one of the 

main reasons people tease, it is putting someone else down. Dysphemistic 

expressions can be in the form of some figure of speech such as 

hyperbole (e.g. you great prick!), part-for-whole / synecdoche (e.g. tits for 

breast), or epithet (e.g. He‟s a prick!).  
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Allan and Burridge (1991) state that dysphemistic expressions can be 

(1) comparison people with animals conventionally ascribed certain 

behaviours (e.g. calling someone with monkey); (2) pithets derived from 

tabooed bodily organs, bodily effluvia, and sexual behaviours; (3) 

ascription of mental and physical inadequacy (e.g. baldy, idiot, four-eyes, 

etc); or (4) slurs on the target‟s character (e.g. crone, biddy, etc.). Muliati 

(2004) divided dysphemistic expressions into four categories, namely (a) 

expressions associated with animals; (b) expressions implying mental or 

physical inadequacy; (c) expressions implying social deviation; and (d) 

expressions associated with social membership. According to Muliati 

(2004), one of the reasons people use dysphemistic expressions is to 

tease, so teasing can be in dysphemistic expression forms.     

Indirectness in teasing can also be indicated in the imitation of speech 

in high pitch or nasality as illustrated in Everts (2003). Hatch (in Everts 

2003) supports the special use of intonation in teasing in her statement: 

“when we violate truthfulness, we often do so using special intonation for 

sarcasm, for teasing, or for playfulness”. 

 Direct teasing, according to Carters (2004) is considered to be 

hurtful. Its characteristics are aimed directly to the target and telling the 

truth. On the other hand, Pitman (1997) stated that direct teasing is explicit 

(non-metaphorical). With reference to Carters (2004) and Pitman (1997)‟s 

statement, the direct teasing are characterized as being explicit, aimed 

directly to the target, and telling the truth. 
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2.4.3 Teasing and gender  

Male and female are said to give different responds to teasing. Male tends 

to tease about the addressee‟s physical attributes, while female usually 

tease about the addressee‟s personal habits and sexual issues (Stritofs, 

retrieved in 2004). 

Teasing has been cited as one top culprit that causes boys to lash out 

in violence (Korobov 2001:314). He also states that teasing for adolescent 

males is regarded as masculinity identity and they use it as a different 

ways of doing friendship. This is because boys are often said to try to be 

funny, cool, controversial, tough, and attractive to girls.   

The present study examines the relationship of teasing by male and 

female respondents. It also examines how teasing is related to gender 

relation. 
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Chapter III 

Research Methodology 

 

This chapter describes the methodology of the present research. Section 3.1 

presents the research methodology, Section 3.2 encompasses the research 

problems, Section 3.3 presents the data collection which includes the participants 

and procedures, and Section 3.4 presents the data analysis. 

 

3.1 Method 

The present study is largely qualitative; however, some simple some quantitative 

procedures are employed.  

 There are some differences of qualitative and quantitative research. 

Quantitative is considered to be conspicuous and controlled, objective, can be 

generalized, outcome oriented, and assumes the existence of „facts‟ which are 

external to and independent of the researcher. On the other hand, qualitative 

assumes that all knowledge is relative, subjective, holistic, and ungeneralisable 

(Nunan 1992). Wray, Trott, and Bloomer (1998) believe that qualitative data are 

judgements, perceptions, and insights; while quantitative data is on which 

statistical tests can be done.  

 Qualitative procedures were employed to elaborate the teasing categories 

and the directness in the realisation of teasing among the participants. The 

statistical procedures were employed deal with the occurrences of teasing with 

regard to its categories, directness, gender, and gender relation. 
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3.2 Research problems 

The problems of this research are formulated in the following questions: 

a What is the realisation of teasing among high solidarity group members? 

b Is there any relation between participants‟ genders and the directness in     

teasing among high solidarity group members? 

c Is there any relation between gender relation and the directness in teasing 

among high solidarity group members? 

 

3.3 Data Collection 

This section concerns how data were collected in the present study. Section 3.3.1 

discusses the participants of the research, and Section 3.3.2 outlines the 

procedures of the data collection.  

 

3.3.1 Participants 

There are some methods in qualitative research, one of which is case study. 

Case study is applied to choose the participants in this study. Case study only 

observed one group (Alwasilah, 2003) but can be generalized about all group of 

that type (Anonymous, retrieved in 2004). The participants are „PW‟ boarding 

house members. It is located at Jl. Sersan Surip no. 143/191 A Ledeng – 

Bandung. The participants were chosen because they were considered to be 

have high solidarity as they had stayed together in the same boarding house for 

about one year,  they had intimacy, acceptance, trust, and help to each other, 

and represented both genders.  
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3.3.2. Procedure 

Data collected were through recorded observations. The data were later 

transcribed for analysis.  

 

3.3.2.1. Recorded observation 

Thomas and Brubaker (2000:137 in Muliati 2004) stated that observation is 

gathering information by watching and/ or listening to people and events. 

Observation was conducted from March through October 2004. A tape-recorder 

was used to record the natural conversations among the participants. The tape-

recorder was hidden in order to promote naturalness of the interaction. Whenever 

the participants realized that they were recorded, the tape recorder was stopped 

because it might influence the nature of the conversation (See Thomas and 

Brubaker 2000 in Muliati 2004). However, long before the observation permission 

from the participants were gained, although they were not told when data would 

be collected. In addition, one of the participants‟ friends had recorded some 

conversations without being known by the participants. The recordings were not 

intended for research. The recordings, by permission, are included in the data of 

the present study. 

 

3.3.2.2 Transcription 

The data recorded were later transcribed. It appears that the recordings were not 

perfect due to troubles in the recording process. In this context, field notes were 

of great use in clarifying some of the missing data. The speakers were also asked 

to clarify what they said while listening to the recording. It is worth noting that 
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incomplete transcripts are acceptable and understandable. As stated by Graddol 

et.al. (in Muliati 2004), no transcript is ever complete. 

 

3.4 Data Analysis 

To analyze the data in order to answer the questions of the study, teasing was 

identified in the collected data. Afterwards, identified teasing were classified 

based on teasing categories (teasing concerning physical appearance, teasing 

concerning action or habit, teasing concerning inability, and miscellany) and 

directness (direct and indirect teasing). The identification of frequencies of 

occurrences of directness in each teasing categories was also applied in the 

respondents‟ gender and gender relation. They are presented in both numerical 

amounts and percentage. The percentage is based on the following formula: 

 
 
         
  

 

Interpretations were made on tendencies that appeared from the quantification.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P = Percentage 
f = Frequency  
N = Total teasing 

P  =    %100x
N

f
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Chapter IV 

Finding and Discussion 

 

This chapter presents the data analysis and discussion of its findings in close 

relation to the research problems on the realisation of teasing, the relation 

between respondents‟ gender and teasing, and the relation between gender and 

teasing among high solidarity group members. 

As previously discussed in chapter III, the data was collected by recording 

the respondents‟ conversation. From the transcribing data, there are 27 

utterances where only females as the participants and 537 utterances where 

females and males are involved, so the total utterances is 564. 147 teasing 

occurrences are identified in the total data. They are classified according to the 

content of teasing and later analyzed with regard to directness and gender. 

 

4.1 Teasing categories 

Conforming to the data of the present study, teasing is classified into four 

categories, namely teasing concerning physical appearance, teasing concerning 

action or habit, teasing concerning inability, and miscellany. The occurrences of 

each category are shown in the Table 4.1. From the total of 147 teasing, teasing 

concerning physical appearance has the highest percentage (43.85%), followed 

by teasing concerning action or habit (32.65%), teasing concerning inability 

(21.77%), and miscellany (2.72%). This tendency appears perhaps because 

physical appearance is more obvious than action and inability.  
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Table 4.1 Teasing categories 
Teasing Categories f % R 

Teasing concerning physical appearance 63 43.85 1 

Teasing concerning action or habit 48 32.65 2 

Teasing concerning inability 32 21.77 3 

Miscellany 4 2.72 4 

Total  147 100  

   *f = frequency, % = percentage, and R = rank 

 

Section 4.1.1 through 4.1.4 presents the description of the types of teasing 

summarized in Table 4.5. 

 

4.1.1 Teasing concerning physical appearance 

Some teasing are directed to how one looks. This kind of teasing is classified into 

the categories of „teasing concerning physical appearance‟, as exemplified in 

[4a]. 

 
[4a] M-F : Tapi Ni, urang mah teu belenong jiga Lou Han 

All :  @@@ 
F-F : @@ Jiga saha? ~ 
M : Teh, musik teh 
F-F : Ke heula. Musik, musik, nongnong nongnong 

* @ symbolizes laughter 

 

Example [4a] illustrates that the teaser said „Tapi Ni, urang mah teu belenong jiga 

Lou Han‟ (But Ni, I don‟t have a bulge forehead like that of a Lou Han – a fish 

with bulge fore head). The keyword of teasing in this situation is belenong which 

means „bulge forehead‟. This teasing was supported by another participant by 

asking”Jiga saha?” (Like who?). This question has a definite answer; it was the 

target whose forehead is bulge. Afterwards, another teaser commented on the 

target‟s bulge forehead while she was responding to her friend who asked her to 

play music “Ke heula. Musik, musik, nongnong, nongnong” (Wait a second, don‟t 

change the topic to music, we‟re talking about the bulge forehead). Since the 

focus of the teasing is the target‟s bulge forehead, it is included into teasing 
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concerning physical appearance. Besides, the physical appearance of the target, 

this category also includes the appearance of stuffs which belong to the target 

and sexual organs.  

 

4.1.2. Teasing concerning action or habit 

In teasing concerning action or habit, the focus of the teasing is the target‟s 

action and the target‟s habitual action, including sex issues, as exemplified in 

[4b].  

 
[4b]         F : Eh, gua baca Koran, eh bukan, majalah, katanya di Amerika, cewek 

kalo mo nge-sex, bulunya dicukur. Nah, kalo dia bulunya panjang-
panjang, berarti dia belum nge-sex. 

   F-F :  Berarti sama dong ama gua masih panjang, nah si Ani? 
 

One of the participants told what she had read in a magazine that in America, 

girls who wanted to have sex cut their pubic hair. If one has long pubic hair. Then 

she is still a virgin. The teaser said: „Berarti sama dong ama gua masih panjang, 

nah si Ani?‟ (It‟s like my pubic hair which is still long, but I wonder what about 

Ani‟s?). The keyword of this teasing is Nah si Ani? Which questioned the target‟s 

pubic hair whether still long (whether she was still a virgin), while the teaser did 

not need an answer for her question as she knew the answer; the target meant to 

say that Ani‟s (the target) pubic hair was not long anymore, meaning that she 

once had sex. For all of the participants who are Moslems, having sex before 

marriage is a sin. As the focus of the teasing is the target‟s action on sexual life, it 

is included into „teasing concerning action or habit‟. 
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4.1.3. Teasing concerning inability 

This teasing category concerns the inability of the target in doing something. This 

inability, however, does not include inability due to physical or mental handicap. 

In other words, this teasing is directed to a physical and mentally normal person. 

This kind of teasing is exemplified in the example [4c].  

 
[4c]      F :  Inget waktu P2M, gua minta cai atah buat pop mie, gua kira cai atah 

tuh air panas 
F :  Siapa? 
F :  Gua 
F-F :  Ih, kampring banget! @@@ 
All :  @@@ 
F :  Ya nggak tau, namanya orang pertama kali ke Bandung, tapi anehnya 

Tias kan dari depok, masih Jawa Barat masak nggak ngerti sunda 
F :  Da, saya mah 
M-F :  Depok tuh Jawa Barat! 

 

The target acknowledged all the participants that she could not speak Sundanese 

“Inget waktu P2M, gua minta cai atah buat pop mie, gua kira cai atah tuh air 

panas” (I remember when P2M (a social activity), I asked for uncooked water (cai 

atah) for my instant noodle. I thought cai atah means hot water). Then the 

target‟s friend asked ”Siapa?” (Who?), the target said “Gua” (It‟s me). As the 

target has stayed in Bandung, which is included into West Java province where 

Sundanese is used as its traditional language for a quite long time, the inability of 

the target in speaking Sundanese was considered to be strange. Therefore, the 

teaser said “Ih, kampring banget” (How hick you are). Afterwards, one of the 

participants said “Ya nggak tau, namanya orang pertama kali ke Bandung, tapi 

anehnya Tias kan dari depok, masih Jawa Barat masak nggak ngerti sunda” (She 

didn‟t understand Sundanese as it was the first time she came to Bandung. But it 

is strange as Tias (the target) comes from Depok which includes into West Java). 

This statement is used to tease the target by the teaser before the target 

„defense‟ herself. The teaser said “Depok tuh Jawa Barat”. The teaser 
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emphasized that Depok is included into West Java province. The keywords are 

„kampring banget‟ (hick) and „Depok tuh Jawa Barat‟ (Depok is included into West 

Java province. These teasing are categorized into „teasing concerning inability‟.   

 

4.1.4 Miscellany 

This category accommodates any teasing that does not conform to the three 

previous teasing categories (teasing concerning physical appearance, teasing 

concerning action or habit, and teasing concerning inability), as exemplified in 

[4d]. 

 
[4d]      M :  Pang neangankeun ngaran urang deui sok, selain ti saya, orang mana, 

Euweuh!!! 
F-M :  Lagian saha anu hayang, ngaran… 

 

In the example [4d], it is illustrated the confidence of the target who said that his 

name was the only one in the world “Pangneangankeun ngaran urang deui sok, 

selain ti saya, orang mana, euweuh!” (You can‟t find the same name of mine 

wherever). The target‟s statement was said to be true by the teaser but it is not 

because the target‟s name was good but it was because his name was very bad 

so that nobody has any desire to have the same name as the target‟s “Lagian 

saha anu hayang ngaran…” (It‟s because nobody wants to have a bad name as 

yours). The keyword of this teasing is saha nu hayang?, meaning that nobody 

wants to have a name which is considered bad as same as the target. 

 

4.2 Directness in teasing 

In terms of directness, teasing can be done into two ways, resulting in direct 

teasing and indirect teasing. Subsection 4.2.1 discusses direct teasing including 

direct teasing concerning on the target‟s physical appearance, direct teasing 
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concerning the target‟s action or habit, and direct teasing concerning the target‟s 

inability. Subsection 4.2.2 discusses indirect teasing.  

 

Table 4.2 Directness in teasing 

Directness Teasing Categories f % R 

Direct Concerning physical appearance 12 8.16 1 

Concerning action or habit 4 2.72 3 

Concerning inability  3 2.04 2 

Miscellany 0 0 * 

Subtotal 19 12.92  

Indirect Concerning physical appearance 51 34.70 1 

Concerning action or habit 44 29.93 2 

Concerning inability 29 19.73 3 

Miscellany 4 2.72 4 

Subtotal  128 87.08  

Total  147 100  

 

Table 4.2 shows that indirect teasing has a higher number (87.08%) than that of 

the direct ones (12.92%). It is probably because the teasers consider the target‟s 

feeling, and avoid hurting the target‟s feeling. 

It is also shown that teasing concerning physical appearance is the 

highest number of the direct teasing (8.16%) compared to direct teasing 

concerning action or habit (2.72%), direct teasing concerning inability (2.04%), 

and miscellany (0%). It probably because physical appearance has been teased 

before that the teaser searched for another situation of teasing or because 

physical appearance is the weakness that can be easily seen and the target 

could do nothing on it when it is teased.  

The use of indirect teasing dominates all teasing categories. Indirect 

teasing concerning physical appearance is still the highest percentage of the 

indirect teasing (34.70%) compared to that of indirect teasing concerning action 

or habit (29.93%), indirect teasing concerning inability (19.73), and miscellany 
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(2.72%). As previously mentioned, this result is probably because physical 

appearance is more obvious than action, habit and inability.  

 

4.2.1 Direct teasing 

Direct teasing is considered to have the most risk to offend or hurt the target. This 

section consists of subsection 4.2.1.1 which presents the characteristics of direct 

teasing and 4.2.1.2 which compasses the realization of direct teasing in each 

teasing category.  

 

4.2.1.1 The characteristics of direct teasing 

There are some characteristics of teasing that make them regard as direct. 

According to Carter (2004), direct teasing are those which is aimed directly to the 

person and tell the truth. On the other hand, Pitman (1997) stated that direct 

teasing is explicit (non-metaphorical). With reference to Carter (2004) and Pitman 

(1997), the characteristics of direct teasing is explicit, aimed straight to the target, 

and considered as telling the truth. Direct teasing has these three characteristics 

as somehow they are interrelated. 

 

4.2.1.1.1 Explicit meaning (non-metaphorical)  

Having no gap between what the teaser said and what the teaser meant (explicit) 

is the main characteristic of direct teasing.  See [4e] for the example. 

 
[4e]      M : Sendal yang itu teh punya saya 

F-M : Anu butut tea 

  

The target claimed that the sandal belonged to him, “Sendal yang itu teh punya 

saya” (the sandal was mine). The teaser commented on the sandal meant by the 
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target, “Anu butut tea” (the bad one). The teaser meant to say that the target‟s 

sandal was bad explicitly by uttering the word „butut‟ (bad). 

 

4.2.1.1.2 Straight to the target 

Another characteristic of direct teasing is that teasing is addressed straight to the 

target. This characteristic can also be found in indirect teasing. However, without 

this characteristic the teasing could not be direct. To be direct, teasing can be 

done by using deixis orientating to the target as exemplified in [4f]. 

 
[4f]       F :  Muka sih gak apa-apa hancur, yang penting duit 

F :  Beungeut kampung, rejeki kota 
M :  Mending, beungeut kampung, rejeki kampung 
F-M :  Maneh! @@ 

 

The topic is about someone who was considered to be ugly (beungeut kampung) 

but have a lot of money (rejeki kota). The target said “mending, beungeut 

kampung rejeki kampung” (he was still lucky, some people were ugly and had no 

money). The teaser pointed “maneh” (it‟s you - the target to be one of the people 

he mentioned before, i.e. ugly and has no money).   

 

4.2.1.1.3 Telling the truth 

Direct teasing are those which the teaser believed to be the truth. Therefore, 

truthfulness in direct teasing creates the explicit meaning of the teasing itself. For 

example see [4e] and [4f]. In [4e], the teaser believed that the target‟s sandal was 

bad as in fact, it is. In [4f], the teaser thought that it was true that the target was 

ugly and had financial hardship as in reality. 
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4.2.1.2 Direct teasing concerning the target’s physical appearance 

Direct teasing concerning physical appearance can be seen in the utterance “Bul, 

maneh mah sulah” (Bul, you are bald).  The teaser explicitly commenting on the 

target‟s forehead which is bald (sulah), the teaser pointed directly to the target by 

saying Bul, maneh… (Bul, you are…), and telling what is considered to be the 

truth, that Bul is bald. Mostly, the main point of the direct teasing is saying that 

(one part of) the target is ugly. 

 

4.2.1.3 Direct teasing concerning the target’s action or habit 

Direct teasing concerning action or habit is exemplified in [4g].  

 
[4g]      F :  Eh, Ina kan tas di FPOK teh Rani, aya mobil sedan hejo. Tit tit tit, 

ceunah nya 
F-F :  Ih Ina, jorok kamu mah 

 

The example [4g] demonstrates that the target was talking about a stranger with 

a green car and she illustrated the way the stranger blew the horn (titi..tit..tit..). 

The sound tit...tit…tit (=tit tit is an alias of male‟s genital) was considered to be 

obscene. Therefore, the teaser said, “Ih Ina, jorok kamu mah” (Ina, you are 

obscene). The way the target illustrated the sound of the stranger‟s horn was 

obscene as she made the sound from the alias of male genital. The teaser said 

jorok which means „obscene‟ to say that the target was obscene (explicit), aimed 

to the target (Ina, kamu – Ina, you), and the target said tit..tit.. was aimed to spoof 

the alias of male genital; meaning that the teasing is direct.  
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4.2.1.4 Direct teasing concerning the target’s inability 

Direct teasing concerning the target‟s inability is exemplified in [4h]. 

 
[4h]      F : Eh, dimana-mana jadi model kudu kurus 

M : Model, pendek! 
M : Model naon?~ 
F : Model naon weh 
M-F : Ih, teu bisa ngomong, eleh! 

 

From the example [4g], the teaser questioned the statement of the target “Eh, 

dimana-mana model kudu kurus” (I‟m skinny because I‟m a model). The target 

stated that she was a model, but the teaser questioned her statement by asking 

what kind of model whose short body. The target could not answer the teaser‟s 

question that the teaser claimed that she lost by saying “Ih, teu bisa ngomong, 

eleh!” (You couldn‟t answer it, you lose). In this situation, the target was said to 

be unable to answer the teaser‟s question so that she lost. The teaser directly 

said it to the target. Therefore, it is included into direct teasing.  

 

4.2.1.5 Direct teasing in miscellany category 

Direct teasing in this category is not evidence. 

 

4.2.2 Indirect teasing 

Indirect teasing are those with implicit meaning, are not straightly addressed to 

the target, or not telling the truth. There are many linguistic realizations to make 

teasing indirect and the realization of indirect teasing on each teasing category. 

 

4.2.2.1 The characteristics of indirect teasing 

The characteristics of indirect teasing are the opposite of the direct teasing. The 

difference is that an indirect teasing may have one characteristic or more, while in 
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direct teasing a direct teasing must posses all of the categories. Indirect teasing 

can be formed by employing some linguistic realizations such as figurative 

speech (simile, metaphor, rhetoric question, allusion, epithet, and pun), imitation 

of speech, acronym, and spoof.   

 

4.2.2.1.1 Implicit meaning 

Having implicit meaning is the main characteristic of indirect teasing. There are 

some linguistic realizations to make the teasing indirect. Figurative speech, 

imitation of speech, exclamation, acronym, and spoof are the linguistic 

realizations found in indirect teasing. Table 4.3 shows the linguistic realization of 

indirect teasing. 

Table 4.3 Linguistic realization of indirect teasing 

Teasing Categories f % 

The use of figurative speech 83 64.84 

The use of exclamation 34 26.56 

The use of imitation of speech 1 0.78 

The use of acronym 6 4.69 

The use of spoof  4 3.13 

Total  128 100 

 

From the total number of indirect teasing (128 occurrences), it is shown that 

figurative speech is used much more (64.56%) than exclamation (26.56%), 

imitation of speech (0.78%), acronym (4.69%), and spoof (3.13%). Perhaps 

figurative speech is considered a fine way in playing words to make them sound 

funny and clever, as what Keraf (2004) believed that figurative speech is used to 

make an effect of the language, one of which is aesthetic. Imitation of speech, on 

the other hand, is the lowest number which is used in indirect teasing (0.78%). It 

is different from Everts (2001) findings. Everts studied teasing in a family setting 

and found that imitation of speech is often used in teasing.  
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There are some indirect teasings which use figurative of speech. Each 

figurative speech is illustrated in [4i]. 

[4i]    [4i1]  “mutasi gen kan terjadi” 
[4i2]  “anak mas baso” 
[4i3]  “Diibaratkan endog hayam Bul, aya anu burungna geuning”  
[4i4]  “Naon hideung?” 
[4i5] “Apal kisah si Bul anu anak jendral tea? Jadi sabenerna si Trj teh sabenerna 

ajudan jendral. Si Jendral the diserang ku PKI. Tah, si Jendral the „Trj, 
selamatkan anakku‟, si Bul anakna teh” 

[4i6]  “Marsel punya harga diri gitu?” 

 

 In [4i1], the teaser expressed his teasing by using a metaphor which makes his 

teasing indirect. The teaser symbolized the target as a mutant as he said “Mutasi 

gen kan terjadi” (I believe that mutation has occurred). A mutant, as we can see 

on TV programs, is usually described as having dispreferred characteristics, such 

as an ugly beast with asymmetrical organs or parts of body. In this context, the 

teaser said that the target was ugly because she was a „mutant‟   

In [4i2], the teaser used the phrase “Anak mas baso” (son of a meat ball 

seller).  The word „mas‟ (=emas) meant by the target is golden which he use to 

say that he was the family favorite is homonym with the word „mas‟ meant by the 

teaser which means „brother‟. The teaser believed that all the participants agreed 

that most of meat ball sellers they knew were from West or Central Java to which 

the title mas „brother‟ is often given. The teaser also believed that the audience 

knew that meatball sellers are generally not good-looking. This kind of „word 

play‟, according to Keraf (2004), is considered as one of figurative speech called 

pun or paronomasia.  

In [4i3], the target was said to be an unfertile egg “Diibaratkan endog 

hayam Bul, aya anu burungna geuning” (Like chicken eggs, there is an unfertile 

one). The teaser said “Diibaratkan endog hayam” (like chicken eggs…”) to 

compare the target with chicken eggs, but „the unfertile one‟ (anu burungna). This 
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teasing means that the target was an ugly one like an unfertile egg, which is 

considered to be bad, stinky, and disgusting. 

In [4i4], the target was called based on his skin color which is considered 

to be black “Naon hideung?” (What‟s up black?). The teaser name-called the 

target „black‟, while the target‟s name was not „black‟. It is because the target was 

considered to be black, and being black is not preferred in this context. This kind 

of figurative speech, according to Keraf (2004) is called epithet.  

In [4i5], referring to the story of G 30 S PKI (Communist Party‟s corp on 

30 September, which resulted in the killing of seven military generals), the teaser 

made up a story of the target‟s life. The target was said to be the saved son of 

one of the generals, who gave him to his adjutant (his real father) before the 

general died. In fact, the target‟s father was not a general but a hooligan who was 

famous among the bus drivers in his home town. The target often acted like a 

hooligan too, such as not paying the bus fare.  This is kind of figurative speech is 

called allusion. 

Rhetoric question is a figurative speech where the questioner doesn‟t 

need an answer question because the answer was considered to be known, as 

shown in [4i6]. “Marsel punya harga diri gitu?” (Do you have pride, Marsel?). This 

question is aimed to say that the target didn‟t have pride because he seemed to 

be his friend‟s shadow such as doing what his friend asked him to. This action 

was considered to be done by those who have no pride. 

In addition to figurative speeches, indirect teasing can also be in form of 

imitation of the target‟s expression as exemplified in [4j]. 

   

[4j]       M : Ari soul mate teh naon? 
F-M : Zacky kan kampring 
M : Memet soul mate 
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F-M : Eh, ya Allah, memet soul mate @ 
M : Belahan jiwa 

 

The teaser imitated what the target said. The target said “memet soul mate”  as 

an answer to his friend who asked about the meaning of „soul mate‟. The teaser 

believed that what the target said was ridiculous because the target combined the 

name of person with the word „soul mate‟ itself. Besides, „soul mate‟ is 

considered as a popular word which youngsters were supposed to know because 

it is Padi‟s (a famous band) brand new album. In this situation, the inability of the 

target to translate the word „soul mate‟ becomes the focus of the teasing. 

The use of exclamation in indirect teasing can be seen in [4k].  

[4k]      M :  Eh, aku ini anak mas  
F-M :  Anak mas ti Hongkong!  

 

The exclamation used by the teaser is “…ti Hongkong” which literally means 

„from Hongkong‟. In this context, “ti Hongkong” is used to express the teaser‟s 

negation of the target‟s statement that he was the family‟s favorite. The teaser 

believed that the family‟s favorite should be a handsome one. The teasing means 

that the target was not the handsome one; he was an ugly one. 

  The use of acronym in indirect teasing is displayed in the example [4l]. 

[4l]       F : Lain, pas kitu letter D etana, Bandung. Berarti Bandung, tapi Bandung 
berarti lain, Ina mah teu kenal. Pas kitu “Teh”, “manggil saya?” 

F-F : Cewek panggilan, mupeng 

 

As displayed in the example [4l], the target told a story about a stranger with a 

luxurious car who ask the way to the library. She said “Lain, pas kitu letter D 

etana, Bandung. Berarti Bandung, tapi Bandung?! berarti lain, Ina mah teu kenal. 

Pas kitu teh, „manggil saya?‟”(I saw the plate is D which means it‟s from 

Bandung. I don‟t know anyone whose luxurious car in Bandung. Then I said „Did 

you call me?‟). The teaser commented on the target who was amazed when the 
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stranger with luxurious car called her. The teaser compared the target‟s action to 

„a prostitute‟ (cewek panggilan) who was „horny‟ (mupeng). The word mupeng is 

an acronym of muka pengen which means „horny‟. 

Spoof is a humor copy. It can also be used in indirect teasing as 

exemplified in [4m]. 

 

[4m]  (The target wore a cowboy cap) 

F-M : Di sini ada Bul-bul (spooky voice) 

 

Disini ada Bul-bul is a spoof of „Disini ada setan‟ movie. It means that Bul (the 

target) was a setan (satan). The target wore a cowboy cap, and he was 

considered to be look like a satan. The target was not good-looking wearing a 

cowboy cap. 

 

4.2.2.1.2 Teasing addressed not to the target 

Some teasings are not addressed straight to the target. In other words, the teaser 

seemed to talk to nor about the target, but to or about someone else with the 

intention to the target. For example, in [4h3] “Diibaratkan endog hayam Bul, aya 

anu burungna geuning” (Just like chicken eggs, Bul, there is an unfertile one). In 

this situation, the teaser seemed to direct the teasing to nobody while talking to 

Bul. However, the participants appeared to be able to identify the target. 

  

4.2.2.1.3 Not telling the truth 

Some indirect teasings are characterized by their „fakeness‟, as in [4k]. The 

teaser said “Cewek panggilan, mupeng” (a prostitute who was horny). In this 

situation, the teaser knew that the target was not a prostitute. However, the 
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teaser used cewek panggilan (a prostitute) only to connect her teasing to the 

target‟s statement that the stranger with a luxurious car called her (manggil).    

 

4.2.2.2 Indirect teasing concerning physical appearance 

The indirect teasing concerning physical appearance was exemplified in [4i1]. 

The teaser intended to say that the target was ugly by saying “Mutasi gen kan 

terjadi” (I believe that gene mutation has occurred). The teaser indirectly said that 

the target was a „mutant‟. In fact, the target was not a mutant. The teaser called 

the target a mutant as a way to say that the target was ugly. 

 

4.2.2.3 Indirect teasing concerning action or habit 

[4h5] is an example of the indirect teasing concerning action or habit. The teaser 

made a make up story on the target‟s life by referring to G 30 S PKI event (See 

4.2.2.1.1). The teaser said “Apal kisah si Bul anu anak jendral tea? Jadi 

sabenerna si Trj teh sabenerna ajudan jendral. Si Jendral the diserang ku PKI. 

Tah, si Jendral the „Trj, selamatkan anakku‟, si Bul anakna teh” (Do you want to 

know Bul‟s story? Actually, Bul was the son of one of seven generals and Srj – 

the target‟s real father- was the general adjutant. The general was killed by PKI 

(Communist Party‟s corp on 30 September, which resulted in the killing of seven 

military generals), and then he gave his son –the target- to Srj).   

In the reality, the target‟s father was not a General but he was a famous 

hooligan in his home town among the bus drivers. Therefore, the target was 

dreadful for many bus drivers. For the consequence, the target often did what his 

father did such as not paying the bus fare. It is the target‟s habit that becomes the 

focus of the teasing.  
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4.2.2.4 Indirect teasing concerning inability 

The realization of indirect teasing concerning the target‟s inability is shown in [4c]. 

The target confessed that at first she didn‟t understand Sundanse “Inget waktu 

P2M, gua minta cai atah buat pop mie, gua kira cai atah tuh air panas” (I 

remember during P2M (community service activity), I asked for uncooked (atah) 

water for my noodle. I thought atah means hot water). The target‟s inability in 

speaking Sundanese was teased by two of her friends who said “Ih, kampring 

banget!” (How hick you are) and “Depok tuh Jawa Barat!” (Depok – the target‟s 

home town- is part of West Java province, where its people speak Sundanese). 

The teasing focuses on the target‟s inability to speak Sundanese. 

 

4.2.2.5 Indirect teasing in miscellany category 

The type of teasing is exemplified in [4d]. The target said “Pang neangankeun 

ngaran urang deui sok, selain ti saya, orang mana, Euweuh!!!” (You can‟t find the 

same name as mine, wherever). The teaser supported what the target said by 

saying “Lagian saha anu hayang, ngaran…” (Yes, because nobody wants to 

have a bad name like yours). The teaser didn‟t tease the target‟s physical 

appearance, action, habit, or inability. The teasing focus is the target‟s name, 

which was considered to be bad so that nobody wants to have the same name as 

that of the target. 

 

4.3 Teasing and respondents’ gender 

In this section, teasing will be classified based on the gender of the teaser. 

Subsection 4.3.1 discusses male respondents and teasing; and Subsection 4.3.2 

discusses female respondents and teasing. 
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From 564 utterances involved females, there are 87 teasing (15.43%) and 

from 537 utterances involved males, there are 60 teasing (11.17%). It is shown 

that females tend to tease more than males.  This tendency probably because 

there is a thought that females are sensitive and males are examined their 

masculinity through teasing. Therefore, females tend to tease more than males. 

However, the number of teasing between males and females are not extreme. It 

is most likely because they are close friends, and close friends tend to tease 

each other to enhance their solidarity. 

Table 4.4 teasing and respondents‟ gender  

Directness of 
teasing 

Teasing Category Females Males 

f % R F % R 

Direct  Teasing concerning physical appearance 10 11.49 1 2 3.33 1 

Teasing concerning action or habit 3 3.45 2 1 1.68 2 

Teasing concerning inability 1 1.15 3 2 3.33 1 

Miscellany 0 0 * 0 0 * 

Subtotal  14 16.09  5 8.34  

Indirect Teasing concerning physical appearance 28 32.18 2 23 38.33 1 

Teasing concerning action or habit 29 33.33 1 15 25 2 

Teasing concerning inability 14 16.10 3 15 25 2 

Miscellany 2 2.30 4 2 3.33 3 

Subtotal  73 83.91  55 91.66  

Total teasing  Teasing concerning physical appearance 38 43.68 1 24 40 1 

Teasing concerning action or habit 33 37.93 2 16 26.67 3 

Teasing concerning inability 14 16.09 3 17 28.33 2 

Miscellany 2 2.30 4 3 5 4 

Total 87 100  60 100  

 

 

Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 discuss the teasing by males and females as 

summarized in the Table 4.6.  

 

4.3.1 Male respondents and teasing   

Teasing for males is considered to be a way to show identity, to show their 

masculinity. They tease to be considered funny, clever, and lovely in order to 

attract girls (Korobov 2001).  
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4.3.1.1 Teasing categories and male respondents  

It is shown in Table 4.4 that from 60 occurrences teasing, males‟ teasing 

concerning physical appearance is the favorite category with the occurrence 25 

highest percentage (40%),  followed by teasing concerning inability (28.33%), 

teasing concerning action or habit (26.67%), and miscellany (5%). As teasing 

reflects back to the teaser, the high number of teasing concerning physical 

appearance indicates that males want to be seen as good looking individuals to 

attract girls (Korobov 2001). However, males share the same interest in teasing 

categories with that of females.  

 

4.3.1.2 Directness in teasing and male respondents 

Although males and females respondents share the same interest in teasing 

categories, i.e. they tend to tease their targets on their physical appearance, then 

action or habit, and then inability; males and females respondents are different in 

terms of directness in teasing. Male respondents‟ teasing are generally indirect 

with total number of indirect teasing (91.66%), while the rest are direct teasing 

(8.34%). The occurrences of direct teasing concerning physical appearance are 

3.33%, teasing concerning action or habit is 1.68%, and teasing concerning 

inability 3.33%. The higher occurrences of direct teasing concerning inability and 

physical appearance, is possibly due to the tendency of males who want to be 

regarded as clever (ability) and good looking (appearance) in order to attract 

girls. Therefore, they tend to put down their target‟s inability and physical 

appearance aggressively by direct teasing. However, as the occurrences of 

indirect teasing is higher than that of the direct teasing, it indicates that there is a 
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tendency of males to avoid hurting their targets‟ feeling because direct teasing is 

considered to be offensive (Carter 2004). 

 

4.3.2 Females respondents and teasing  

Not only males, females also use teasing to appear better. In addition to their use 

of teasing to enhance solidarity. This will be discussed in the following.   

 

4.3.2.1 Teasing categories and female respondents  

As previously stated, that teasing concerning physical appearance occurs has the 

highest among males. The same tendency is applicable to female respondents. 

Females have a great account of interest in teasing their targets‟ physical 

appearance (43.68% from 87 teasing) rather than action or habit (37.93%), 

inability (16.09%), and miscellany (2.30%). This indicates that females have the 

same interest of teasing categories with males. It means that respondents gender 

have no relation on teasing categories. It can further be said that females tend to 

tease their target‟s physical appearance to be considered being good-looking. 

 

4.3.1.2 Directness of teasing and female respondents 

In terms of directness in teasing, females use different directness in each 

category from males. Females tend to be more direct (16.09%) than males 

(8.34%) in teasing concerning physical appearance. On the other hand, males 

tend to be more direct (3.33%) than females (1.15%) in teasing concerning 

inability. It is understandable because of the reason discussed in Subsection 

4.3.1.2, that females tend to be more concern with physical appearance rather 
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than their target‟s inability. Therefore, females are more aggressive in teasing 

concerning physical appearance.   

  

4.4 Gender relation and teasing 

As discussed in the previous section, there is no big difference in term of teasing 

by both males and females, especially in term of teasing categories. In this 

section, the teasing is also examined with regard to the gender of the speaker 

and the target. For further discussion, Table 4.7 presents the total data of teasing 

categories, directness of teasing, and gender relation. 

 

Table 4.5 gender relation and teasing 

 Directness 
of teasing 

Teasing Categories F-M M-M M-F F-F 

f % f % f % f % 

Direct  Teasing concerning physical appearance 9 15.25 0 0 2 6.25 1 3.57 

Teasing concerning action or habit 0 0 0 0 1 3.13 3 10.71 

Teasing concerning inability 1 1.69 1 3.57 1 3.13 0 0 

Miscellany 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Subtotal  10 16.94 1 3.57 4 12.51 4 14.28 

Indirect Teasing concerning physical appearance 22 37.29 15 53.57 7 21.87 6 21.43 

Teasing concerning action or habit 17 28.81 7 25 9 28.12 13 46.43 

Teasing concerning inability 8 13.56 5 17.86 9 28.12 5 17.87 

Miscellany 2 3.39 0 0 3 9.38 0 0 

Subtotal  49 83.05 27 96.43 28 87.49 24 85.71 

Total teasing Teasing concerning physical appearance 31 52.54 15 53.57 10 31.25 7 25 

Teasing concerning action or habit 17 28.81 7 25 9 28.12 15 53.57 

Teasing concerning inability 9 15.25 6 21.43 11 34.38 6 21.43 

Miscellany 2 3.40 0 0 2 6.25 0 0 

Total  59 100 28 100 32 100 28 100 

*F= female, - = in relation with, M = male 

 

The total number of teasing from female to male is 59 (40.13%) out of the total 

occurrences (147), male to male is 28 (19.05%), male to female is 32 (21.77%), 

and female to female is 28 (19.05%).  

 From 59 teasings by female directed to male, there are 31 (52.54%) 

teasings concerning physical appearance, 17 (28.81%) concerning action or 
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habit, 9 (15.25%) concerning inability, and 2 (3.40%) miscellany. Teasing from 

male to male appear 28 times, with 15 (53.57%) concerning physical 

appearance, 7 (25%) concerning action or habit, 6 (21.43%) concerning inability, 

and 0 (0%) miscellany. The total number of teasing from male to female is 32 

with 9 (28.13%) concerning physical appearance, 10 (31.25%) concerning action 

or habit, 10 (31.25%) concerning inability, and 3 (9.37%) miscellany. In teasing 

from female to female, the total number is 28, with 7 (25%) concerning physical 

appearance, 16 (57.14%) concerning action or habit, 5 (17.86%) concerning 

inability, and 0 (0%) miscellany. 

 

4.4.1 Teasing categories and gender relation 

This section discusses the relation between teasing categories with gender 

relation, as summarized in the Table 4.6. 

 

Table 4.6 Gender relation teasing categories ranking 

No Teasing categories F-M M-M M-F F-F 

% R % R % R % R 

1 Teasing concerning physical appearance  52.54 1 53.57 1 31.25 2 25 2 

2 Teasing concerning action or habit 28.81 2 25 2 28.12 3 53.57 1 

3 Teasing concerning inability 15.25 3 21.43 3 34.38 1 21.43 3 

4 Miscellany  3.40 4 0 0 6.25 4 0 0 

 Total  100  100  100  100  

 

Table 4.8 shows that some similarity can be noted when a particular gender is in 

the target position.  

 Females tend to tease their males friends‟ physical appearance (52.54%) 

more than action or habit (28.81%), inability (15.25%), and miscellany (3.40%). 

As previously discussed, one possible explanation is that female wants to be 

seen as good looking person in order to attract males. When they put down the 
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males‟ physical appearance, males would look at their teaser‟s physical 

appearance. For females, it is time to show off their physical appearance. 

 Females have different interest in terms of teasing categories when they 

tease cross gender, or same gender. In teasing cross gender, it has been 

discussed previously. On the other hand, females tend to tease their female 

friends‟ action or habit more (53.57%) than teasing concerning physical 

appearance (25%) as what they do to their male friends. This is appeared 

possibly not only because females try to avoid hurting their female friends by 

teasing concerning their physical appearance but also because females concern 

on confidence and attitude.   

In teasing from males to males, males as the speakers tend to tease on 

their target‟s physical appearance. This tendency appears because males also 

wanted to be considered as good-looking person or because physical 

appearance is more obvious than action or habit and inability. Besides, the 

weakness of physical appearance is considered to be where the target could do 

nothing on it so that it was considered to be hurtful. In addition, when the teasing 

is considered to be hurtful, males are examined their masculinity by bearing the 

„hurtful‟ teasing on their physical appearance. 

  Males consider teasing to be the way to show that they are clever in 

order to attract females (Korobov 2001). Therefore, in teasing from males 

directed to females, the occurrences of teasing concerning inability is the highest 

(34.38%) than teasing concerning physical appearance (31.25%), concerning 

action or habit (28.12%), and miscellany (6.25%). 

 In conclusion, when females are in the teaser position, there is no certain 

teasing category which dominates the females‟ teasings. On the other hand, 
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when females are in the target position, the tendency of the teasing category is 

the second rank of teasing concerning physical appearance which indicates that 

it is avoided (to avoid hurting females‟ feeling). When males in the teaser 

position, there is also no certain teasing category which dominates or posits 

certain rank. On the other hand, when males are in the target position, teasing 

concerning physical appearance are always in the first rank followed by teasing 

concerning action or habit, concerning inability, and miscellany. This tendency 

indicates that in gender relation, males and females as the teasers are not 

related the teasing categories as when they are in the target position.  

 

4.4.2 Directness of teasing and gender relation 

This section discusses on the use of directness in teasing and gender relation as 

summarized in the Table 4.7. 

 

Table 4.7 The directness of teasing and gender relation  

Directness of 
teasing 

Teasing Categories F-M M-M M-F F-F 

% R % R % R % R 

Direct  Teasing concerning physical appearance 15.25 1 0 * 6.25 1 3.57 2 

Teasing concerning action or habit 0 * 0 * 3.13 2 10.71 1 

Teasing concerning inability 1.69 2 3.57 1 3.13 2 0 * 

Miscellany 0 * 0 * 0 * 0 * 

Total of direct teasing 16.94  3.57  12.51  14.28  

Indirect Teasing concerning physical appearance 37.29 1 53.57 1 21.87 2 21.43 2 

Teasing concerning action or habit 28.81 2 25 2 28.12 1 46.43 1 

Teasing concerning inability 13.56 3 17.86 3 28.12 2 17.87 3 

Miscellany 3.39 4 0 * 9.38 3 0 * 

Total of direct teasing 83.05  96.43  87.49  85.71  

Total 100  100  100  100  

 

Table 4.7 shows that there is similarity in the use of indirect teasing in each 

category rather than the use of direct teasing in each category when males and 

females are in the target position.  
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 Females use direct teasing to their male friends mostly in teasing 

concerning physical appearance (15.25%) followed by direct teasing concerning 

inability (1.69%). As direct teasing is considered to be aggressive teasing which 

is hurtful (Stritofs, retrieved in 2004), the use of direct teasing in these categories 

indicate that females was eager to be seen as good looking (physical 

appearance) and clever (inability) in front of males. On the other hand, indirect 

teasing is also mostly used in teasing concerning physical appearance. it 

indicates that in relation between females with males, teasing concerning 

physical appearance is the most category used both direct and indirectly. 

 Differ to when they tease their male friends, females tend to tease 

aggressively on their female friends‟ action and habit (10.71%) than physical 

appearance (3.57%). This tendency appears possibly because females want to 

be seen as good-manner person in front of their female friends but also as good 

looking person. Although it is a tendency that females avoided teasing 

concerning physical appearance on female targets (the rank of direct teasing 

concerning physical appearance is not the first), females was also secretly eager 

to be seen as good looking person both in front of males and females. The 

tendency also appears in indirect teasing, meaning that in relation between 

females with females, teasing concerning physical appearance is not the prior 

category. The prior category of direct and indirect teasing is teasing concerning 

action or habit which possibly relates to the reason discussed previously. 

 Differ to females who were eager to be seen as good manner and good 

looking in front of their same gender, males as the teasers were eager to be seen 

as clever person by teasing aggressively on their male friends on their inability 

(3.57%). As the target, males were examined their masculinity by being put down 
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their capability so that they could be considered to be „not clever‟ as they expect 

to. In the use of indirect teasing, males tend to use teasing concerning action or 

habit and inability than physical appearance. This tendency indicates that the use 

of direct and indirect teasing is different.  

 When males tease their female friends, direct teasing is used in teasing 

concerning physical appearance more (6.25%) than concerning action or habit 

(3.13%), and concerning inability (3.13%). This is similar to females when they 

tease their male friends. This tendency is possibly because both genders want to 

be seen as good looking person in order to attract each other or because there 

are differences of physical appearance between males and females. This 

tendency also appears in the use of indirect teasing. 

 In conclusion, males as the target do not always receive certain direct 

teasing of each category. It is similar, when they are in the teaser position, they 

do not tease their targets directly in any categories. When females are in the 

target position, do not receive direct teasing of certain category as males do. It 

also appears when females in the teaser position, they do as males do. In other 

words, gender relation is not related to the use of direct teasing. However, there 

is a similarity in indirect teasing in each category when both genders are in the 

target position. When the targets are females, the occurrences of teasing 

concerning physical appearance are high. When the targets are males, the 

occurrences of indirect teasing are high in teasing concerning action or habit. 
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Chapter V 

Conclusion and Suggestion 

 

This chapter presents the conclusion of the present study and offers suggestions 

the further research. Section 4.1 presents the conclusion in accordance with the 

of the research problems. Section 4.2 presents suggestions for further research. 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

This section presents the conclusion of the present study in accordance with the 

research problems previously discussed in Chapter III. 

With regard to the first research problem, i.e. the realization of teasing 

among high-solidarity group members, the present study identifies four 

categories of teasing, they are teasing concerning the target‟s physical 

appearance, teasing concerning the target‟s action and habit, teasing concerning 

the target‟s inability, and miscellany. A teasing activity may be direct or indirect. 

The characteristics of direct teasing are explicit (non-metaphorical meaning), 

straight to the target, and telling the truth. On the other hand, the characteristics 

of indirect teasing are implicit, not straight to the target, and not telling the truth. It 

is found that indirect teasing dominates the teasing realization, because the 

respondents want to be considered funny and they avoid hurting their targets' 

feeling. 

 With regard to the second research problem, which concerns the relation 

between respondents‟ gender and teasing, it is found that respondents‟ gender is 

closely related to teasing directness and teasing categories. Although females 

and males tend to tease on their target‟s physical appearance mostly, they have 
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different tendency for second preferred category; males preferred teasing 

concerning inability while females preferred teasing concerning action or habit. In 

terms of directness in teasing, females tend to be more direct than males. 

Females used direct teasing mostly in teasing concerning physical appearance, 

while males used direct teasing mostly both in teasing concerning physical 

appearance and teasing concerning inability.  

 With regard to the third research question, which concerns the relation 

between teasing and gender relation, it is found that teasing is related to gender 

relation when males and female are in the target position. When females are in 

the target position, teasing concerning physical appearance is always in the 

second position, probably because the males think that females are sensitive 

about physical appearance, so that males as teasers took females‟ feeling into 

account. On the other hand, when males are in the of target position, teasing 

concerning physical appearance occurred most. In terms of directness, gender 

relation appears to relate more to the use of indirect teasing.  

 When the targets are females, the indirect teasing mostly concerns 

physical appearance. When males are in the target position, indirect teasing 

mostly concerns action or habit. 

 

5.2 Suggestion 

One of the bases of the undertaking of the present study, the following 

suggestions are offered. First, the present research focuses on the use of teasing 

in a boarding house. It is suggested that further research examine the use of 

teasing outside of boarding house, such as the use of teasing in a family setting 

or classroom setting. Second, the present study also focuses on the teasing 
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categories and directness in teasing. Further research may focus on other areas 

such as responds towards teasing and politeness in teasing. Third, the present 

study investigates the relation between teasing and respondents‟ gender and 

gender relation.  Further research may investigate other issues which possibly 

relates to teasing, such as age, power relation, and/or the situation. 
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Transcripton of Data 
 
All data taken in the participants‟ boarding house 
Conversation #1 
Participants: 2 males, 3 females 
In the afternoon, the participants gathered in one of their friends‟ room and had a chat about many topics. 
 
 
M-F : Tapi urang mah teu belenong jiga Lou Han 
All :  @@@ 
F-F : @@ Jiga saha? ~ 
M : Teh, musik teh 
F-F : Ke heula. Musik, musik, nongnong nongnong 
All : @@@ 
M-F : Iya, kamu tuh! 
M-F : Bul, maneh mah sulah, apal sulah? 
F-F : Nggak ah, kamu tuh! 
F-M : Ih, tapi Ani kan geulis, si Bul-bul geus goreng aya sulahan! @ 
All : @@@ 
F-M : Beuki goreng atuh, Bul! 
M-M : Matakna diponi kunaon geura? Rob Thomas> 
F     : < Eh, tengahin dong! 
M-M : Apal Rob Thomas? Jiga kan? Heunteu!> 
M      : < Teu. Mc Jagger 
F-M : McJagger heunteu, McDonald heunteu! 
F-M : Ih bul-bul, maneh mah da sarua jeung emukna 
All    : @@@ 
{Inaudible} 
F  : Henteu, mun si Oya teh preman si eta teh 
F  : Siapa? 
F  : Si Oya na tea. Kalungna, aksesorisna, ceuk urang teh, edun! 
F  : Cewek? Cowok? 
F  : Cewek 
F  : Henteu, meureun jiga lanceukna oge 
F  : Lanceukna mah rada feminism saeutik 
M  : Lanceukna mah preman teu jadi 
F  : @@ 
{Inaudible} 
M-F : Lanceukna mah kumaha? Ngageboy meri! 
M-F : Mutasi gen kan terjadi 
F-M : Gua mah masih ada putih-putihnya, lu mah coklat 
F-M  : Naon, coklat, Hideung!> 
M-M : <Coklat busuk @@ 
F : Sugan bapak urang salah nyieun urang, urang mah mendeut teuing @@ 
M-F : Heunteu, anak pertama mah kitu eksperimen, eksperimen yang gagal>  
F : <Anak kedua lagi, kakak gua ganteng 
F-F : Iya, ibarat kata, lo produk gagalnya > 
F : < Iya sih> 
M-F : < Diibaratkan endog hayam Bul, aya anu burungna geuning > 
F-M : < Maneh tah, bungsu-bungsu kampring! @@> 
M-M : < Anu kacing calangna @@> 
F-M : < Naon hideung? Kok gua mulu sih yang jadi objek> 
F-M : < Kalo dia, barang sisa > 
M : < Eh, aku  ini anak mas > 
F-M : < Anak mas ti Hongkong! @@> 
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M-M : < Anak mas baso! > 
M   : < Anak kesayangan, anak mas, anak laki-laki satu-satunya dong!, anak kesayangan dong! > 
F-M : < Anak kesayangan hancur! @> 
M-M : < Maneh tah, hilian jeung bakalan sapi di Rumah Sakitna, nyaho urang ge! @@> 
F-M : < Maneh teh cloning yang gagal > 
M : < Apal kisah si Bul? Anu anak Jendral tea? 
M : Ah, nggeus nggeus! 
All : @@@ 
F : Tarji, kunaon si Tarji? 
M-F : Jadi si Tarji teh sabenerna ajudan Jendral 
F-M : @@ Katukeur jeung anak jendral! 
F-M : Satpam na   
M : Lain, jadi si Jendral teh diserang ku PKI, ditembak! > 
F : < @@ cerita nih! 
M : Tah, si Jendral teh „Tarji, selamatkan anakku,‟ si Bul anakna teh 
F-M : Ma nya anak jendral? ~ 
F-M : Tingali, tingali beungeut anak Jendral, uok! 
M-M : Pan aya tanda lahir bintang opat di tarang 
All : @@@ 
F-M : Eh, tapi kok kayak pangeran kodok? 
M : Berarti kudu dicium 
F : Heunteu, nincak kodok! 
M : Jiga kieu ge, jiga pangeran Diponegoro 
M-M : Di Ponorogo! 
M : Tapi jadi kudana 
F-M : Eh maneh, jigana nu kawin jeung maneh, ya Allah, musibah pisan! 
M-M : Duanana asup surga, inget anu itu tea? 
F-M : Oh iya, nincak kodok! 
M : Lain, yeuh, si Bul amun kawinan…. 
F-M : Aaah, maneh mah rese! 
M-M : Ah, lila, ke heula Zack, aing balik heula, sare heula 
M-M : Kan, anu hiji asup surga gara-gara bersyukur, anu hiji gara-gara bersabar tea” 
F : Inget waktu P2M, gua minta cai atah buat pop mie, gua kira cai atah tuh air panas 
F : Siapa? 
F : Gua 
F-F : Ih, kampring banget! @@@ 
All : @@@ 
F : Ya nggak tau, namanya orang pertama kali ke Bandung, tapi anehnya Tias kan dari depok, masih 

Jawa Barat masa nggak ngerti sunda 
F : Da, saya mah > 
M-F : < Depok tuh Jawa Barat! 
F : Betawi coy! 
M-F : Bapak lu Solo, euh, orang jawa lo! 
F : Ma gue, beu Betawi ini, Betawi pinggiran! 
F : Tapi kan setidak-tidaknya ngerti! 
M-F : Iya dong, orang USA aja ngerti dong! 
F : Orang USA? 
M : Urang Sunda Asli! 
F : YS aja yang bapaknya di Amrik, bahasa inggrisnya goreng. Pas lagi maen bilyard, “saya suka 

kamu kamu orang” > 
M : < Ngomong inggris > 
F : < Ngomong inggris. Udah gitu si YS, “yes, yes, yes” @@@ kampring banget 
All : <@@@ 
F : Ari si Ys mun bahasa mah kitu si eta mah. Jiga orang tidak berpendidikan 
F : Wah, jangan gitu dong! 
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F : Muka sih gak pa-pa hancur, yang penting duit 
F : Muka kampung, rejeki kota @@@ 
M : Mending, beungeut kampung, rejeki kampung 
F-M : Maneh! @@ 
M-M : Bul banget! @@ 
F-M : Bul banget! @@ 
F : Mun urang, muka kota rejeki kota @@ 
F-F : Jodoh kampung @@ 
M-F : Nasib kampung @@ 
F-F : Nasib ~ @@ 
M-F : Mun muka kota rejeki kota jiga kieu mah, koaci atuh! Kacang garing! @@ 
F-M : Tuh kan, ngopi jeung si Zacky mah jiga nu kahausan maneh mah! 
M-M : Ari urang kampung mah atuh, jauh kana kopi susu!  
All : @@ 
F : Zacky lumayan, muka kampung, rejeki kampung, tapi masa depan rada ngota saeutik 
F-M : Saeutik Zack, saeutik! @ 
F-M : Kan si RK saeutik atuh! ~ 
F-M : Urang aneh, naha si RK bet bogoh ka maneh?! ~ 
M-M : Urang geus ngomong, sabenerna si RK teh keur neangan masa depan, si RK teh kan batak, boga 

angkot, euweuh nu nyupir, euweuh deui nu jadi supir, geus bae si Zacky 
All : @@ 
F : Pengen punya pacar  
F-F : Ti tadi hayang boga kabogoh, ceuk urang teh, anak econg ambil, lumayan 
M-F : Ada di FIP namanya AT saking ku kayana, eta mobil karimun ge dipake kandang hayam, arek Ni? 
All : @@ 
F : Teu! 
M-F : Urang mah pendek dibanding AT mah! 
F : Penipu! Gandeng penipu! 
M-F : Nya irung mancur, dada bulukan 
M-M : Hayam jiga maneh! 
F : Eh, gua baca Koran, eh bukan, majalah, katanya di Amerika, cewek kalo mo nge-sex, bulunya 

dicukur. Nah, kalo dia bulunya panjang-panjang, berarti dia belum nge-sex 
F-F : Berarti sama dong ama gua masih panjang, nah si Ani? 
All : @@ 
F : Enak aja! 
M : Urang dong, euweuhan! 
M-M : Wah Zack, maneh geus nge-sex Zack, maneh jeung ucing nu mana? nu hideung, nu coklat? 
All : @@@ 
F-M : Jiga na si Bul masih original keneh 
All : @@ 
M : Eh atuh, saya! @@ 
F-M : Original, tapi tembok kamar mandi sudah…@@ 
M : Ulah kana tembok, keras teuing 
F-M : Pantes tembok teh berjamur @@ 
F-M : Pantes kamar mandi kok dibikin kotak @@ 
M : Kenapa sok WC yang di bawah nggak mampet lagi? 
All : @@@ 
F : Ih, jorok! 
F : Eh, di kamar mandi tengah ada kodok lho tadi pagi 
M-M : Wah, berarti jeung kodok @@ 
F-M : Sampe pingsan 
M-M : Kodok pun tak mampu @@ 
F : Kodoknya mati di kloset 
M-M : Bul, tanggungjawab Bul! 
F-M : Engkena kodokna bunting, boga anak, bukannya ko..k ko…k, tapi „Bapak! @@@ 
M-M : Saruakeun beungetna, sarua Bul @@ 
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F-M : Kan, maneh pengeran kodok @@ 
F-M : Eh, lumayan kodok mah bodas, nah ieu? @@ 
M-M : Buluk! 
All : @@@ 
M : Ulah jeung kodok teuing atuh, jeuing ucing kek! 
F : Oh, leutik pisan, nya? @@ 
F : Tapi ada kan yang cerita anak domba kepala manusia? 
M : Nggak 
F-M : Jiga na maneh jeung domba 
All : @@ 
 
 
 
Conversation 2 
Participants: 3 males, 1 female 
In the morning, the participants gathered, one participant played guitar and sang PADI‟s song, one participant 
read PADI‟s cover of cassette and found the phrase soul mate. 
 
M : Ari soul mate teh naon? 
F-M : Zacky kan kampring 
M : Memet soul mate 
F-M : Eh, ya Allah, memet soul mate ~ @ 
M : Belahan jiwa 
M : Eh Bul-bul kan lagi jatuh cinta ~ 
F : Bisa dikonfirmasi nggak? 
M : Jadi gini ni, kalo saya dibeja-bejakeun, bisa gempar atuh , bisa bubar BFC, tau BFC? 
F : Apa? Nggak tau 
M : Bul Fans Club 
F-M : Aduh, beurat! ~ 
M : Kehidupan pribadi saya bukan untuk konsumsi publik, betul? 
F : Betul, saya belum pernah membuat statement di infotainment manapun 
M-M : Jadi kalo kita lihat dari kacamata kuda dan kacamata Ludi, sama saja, Ludi kuda! 
M : @@ 
F-M : Yang saya tau Bul lagi deket ama yang namanya (…) 
M : Anjing, gelo! 
F-M : Tapi, udah punya gebetan 
M-M : Dengan kata lain, neunggar cadas 
All : @@ 
M-M : Anda terhubung dengan tembok 
F-M : Kasian deh Bul-bul, tapi… 
M : Aya salam ti Zorro manggih su‟uk 
F-M : Eh, nggak lucu ah! 
M-M : Ih keleketek, ait! 
M-M : Sekarang kita bercerita soal Adi, sebenernya Adi itu orang kaya, …mah lewat 
F : Adi mana? Adi Casmadi? 
M-M : Tapi sabenerna mah si Adi pernah curhat ka urang, bahwa manehna hirup kieu teh ngan saukur 

penyamaran, urang teh hayang menangkeun cewek teh anu tidak memandang harta > 
M-M : < Bener 
F-M : Urang geus nyaho kieu mah jadi bogoh ka si Adi 
M : Tah, kapikiran 
M : Urang ge jadi bogoh ka si Adi 
All : @@@ 
M-M : Aya nu leuwih tarik deui gos na, si Bul bejana mah anak jendral 
M : Aing geus ngomong, bisi teu percaya mah aya bintang opat dinu torong, eh torong, tarang 
M : Bentang tujuh 
F : Bul-bul kita tanya, kamu udah punya pacar belum? 
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M : Belum 
F : Udah, enough, jangan ditambah-tambahin. Bul-bul hobinya apa? 
M : Saya hobinya jadi orang kaya, ngabis-ngabisin uang 
F : Itu mah cita-cita 
M : Oh, itu Hobi saya 
F : Bapak Sarji…> 
M : < Itu bapak angkat 
F-M : Kalo lu-lu mau ke Sumedang, naek MS aja, gratis bo! Bilang aja anakna Sarji 
M : Gretong! 
F : Sekarang kita tanya 
M : Ani! 
F : Sodara Zacky dong bo, aku kan pembawa acaranya. Sodara Zacky udah punya pacar? 
M : Punya 
F : Namanya? 
M : RK 
F : Pede banget sih lo! 
M-M : RK teh ngaran ucing 
M-M : RK Cahyono 
F : Sodara Adi, sodara Adi udah punya pacar? 
M : Oh, tentu tidak! 
F : Kok, aku kok nggak ada yang nanya? 
M : Satu pertanyaan. Diantara kami yang paling jelek siapa? 
F : Jujur? Sejujurnya? Tidak akan ada yang sakit hati? 
M : Tidak akan 
F : Bantal guling ini, sudah penye 
M : Yaa… 
F : Abis, aku kan teman kalian, masa aku menjatuhkan kalian sih? Walaupun aku tahu siapa yang 

paling jelek diantara kalian 
M : Ya makanya, objektif 
M : Jujur 
M : Inisial aja AC, atau ZM, atau … 
F : Kalau mau sebenernya sih, aduh maaf-maaf ya sodara-sodara. Sebenarnya sih YH 

M : YH saha? 
F : Oh, nggak ada ya? 
M : …Hermansyah 
M : Ini mah between us 
F-M : Sebenernya disebelah kanan saya 
M : Oh, my God, saya hargai kejujuran itu Nie, aya kampak henteu? 
M-M : Maneh mah can ngarasaeun dikepret ku tukang becak. Zack, kepret! 
F-M : Nggak, Ani cuma bercanda kok diantara kalian merata, jeleknya 
M : Adi buru nanya 
M : Ke heula 
M-M : Ah aing, sare heula, Di, balik heula 
M : Nie, kumaha mun hujan teh diganti jadi hujan Bus kitu nya? 
F : Aduh, males banget deh! Gua mending hujan duit kek, permata, berlian! Matre pisan 
M : He-eh ih, maneh memang perempuan rupiah 
F : Kan aku cinta rupiah 
M : Urang laki-laki dollar, cinta dollar 
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Conversation #3 
Participants : 2 females, 1 male 
In the afternoon, the participants gathered in one of their friend‟s room. One participant was playing games 
on the computer, two participants talked behind her. 
 
 
F : Nama kamu kan Ludi, kok dipanggilnya Bul-bul? Trus kenapa namanya Ludi, aneh! 
M : Pang neangankeun ngaran urang deui sok, selain ti saya, orang mana, Euweuh!!! 
F-M : Lagian saha anu hayang, ngaran… 
M : Ini di kebon teh mana? 
F : Kebon teh? Nanaonan di kebon teh? 
F : Ih, i-India-an atuh! 
F : Ih, pengen, mau ke kebon teh 
M : Mun di rumah saya, kebon teh  mah luhureun imah 
F : Bul-bul mah atuh rumahnya tengah hutan 
F-M : Paingan teu kaop nempo tangkal, langsung hayang nangkeup 
F-M : Hii, ada jurig 
F-M : Di sini ada Bul-bul (spooky voice) 
M : Indra mana teh? 
F : Kosannya, KPAD 
F-M : Sono nya…~ 
M : Sendal yang itu teh punya saya 
F-M : Anu butut tea 
M : Emang habis kosan kapan? 
F : Bulan Juni 
F : Entong lah, Bul-bul mah entong pindah 
M-F : Naon, didieu ge heunteu dipikanyaah ku batur  
F : Dipikanyaah, dengan cara eta sok miceun sampah, itu tanda sayang 
M : Buang Sampah” 
F : Oh, iya anak-anak itu belum kesini lagi, ya? 
F-M : Moal, kan tas nipu tea, muridna si Bul-bul 
M : Ari lulusna {inaudible} 
F : Nyantai weh 
M : Nanya,kudu digugubrag, teu digugubrag mah moal lulus-lulus atuh! 
F : Kunaon kudu digugubrag?! 
M : Tuh, mulai tinggi nadana 
F : Naon atuh?!~ 
M : Geura lulus, kawin 
F : uu aa uu aa  (Monkey style) 
M-F : Aya sora gorilla, ganti lah ngarana si Lukas , lutung kasarung 
F : Lukas, maneh siluman, nyaho heunteu 
M-F : Ramon, Ratu monkey 
F : Eta anduk saha sih tah di kamar mandi?! 
M : Teu nyaho 
F : Ah, nu Bul-bul 
F : Nu dekil tea 
M : Game-nya apa aja teh? 
F : Ah, banyaknya perang-perangan, nggak rame 
M : Eh, justru perang-perangan rame 
F-M : Alah, urang ge sok perang-perangan jeung Bul-bul teu rame, soalna Bul-bulna nu sok eleh 
M : Ari lalaki mah mengalah 
F-M : Alah, mmnymmnynym (murmuring) 
M-F : Soalna awewe mah mun dielehkeun nge-drop engekena, terus bunuh diri 
F : Anjir~ 
M-F : Naon maksudna di hareupeun kamar aya tali ngagantung 
F : Eta mah jemuran 
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F : Aku mah mau bolos besok ah 
M : Kok baru besok sih bolosnya? Saya mah dari kemaren-kemaren 
F : Telat 
M : Nggak gaul teh Corry 
F : Pusing ih 
M-F : Alah, Cuma pusing jauh kana peujit 
F : Nie migren 
M-F : Alah, panyakit kampung 
F-M : Daripada Over Weight?! Engke disangka busung lapar 
M-F : Itu geura busung lapar, apal nyere? 
F : Eh, dimana-mana jadi model kudu kurus 
M-F : Model, pendek! 
F : Model na, model… 
M-F : Model naon!? ~ 
F : Entong model Catwalk atuh 
M-F : Nya, model naon?~ 
F : Model naon weh 
M-F : Ih, teu bisa ngomong, eleh! 
F : Ih, Nie keur sibuk nya maaf 
M-F : Ceunah urang elehan bae, itu bukti fakta 
F : Alah, bejakeun ka si Iis, teu waniun si Bul-bul mah ka si Iis 
M : Nyepet na, ih! 
F-M : Naon?! Ih, payah 
M-F : Tiga lawan satu, kabeh teu nyarakola, dasar orang-orang daerah, baduy 
F : Eh, maaf ya, teu nyarakola, terus Nie didieu keur naon? 
M-F : Heunteu sakola, teu lulus-lulus, geus semester 8 neng, kumaha neng? 
F : Nyantai bae atuh, dosen Nie ge 6 tahun setengah 
 
 
Conversation #4 
Participants: 3 females, 3 males 
In the afternoon, the participants gathered and had a chat. 
 
F : Bul-bul kamana wae sih? Ih, kamari teu diajakan foto-fotoan, kita kan abis casting 
M : Sabaraha urang? Paling ge sapuluh urang 
F : Dalapanan. Tapi kan lumayan. Tapi jigana mun aya si Bul-bul mah moal jadi fotona 
M : Ah, teu nyahoeun, dimana-mana ge mun aya foto saya mah mencrang 
F-M : Mencrang timana horeng? Kabakar enya… 
F-M : Mencrang? Uok! 
F : Foto na teu jadi karena teh Nie na pereum 
F : Kan, Nie kan centil. Sabenerna Nie ngiceupan nu motona 
M-F : Ceuk urang ge urang kampung mah tara difoto, diinjeksi atuh! 
F : Naon injeksi? 
F : Disuntik 
F : Anjis 
M-F : Yeuh, geus pernah difoto encan? Nanya! 
F : Eh, maaf nya, Nie kan kieu kieu oge urusan difoto mah atuh jurigna 
F-F : Bohong, kamari tas difoto teh nya hayang langsung balik, embung jalan-jalan 
M-F : Katingali teu biasa atuh! 
F : Atuh, tanpa tujuan yang jelas mah jig. Coba mun jelas mah, rek kadieu kitu tah 
F : Da ngaranna ge jalan-jalan nya Bul? 
M-F : Ulah dibawa atuh urang kampung mah! 
F : Eh maneh, urang Sumedang jero mah ulah solotot 
M : Jeung Rangkas mah kota keneh Sumedang. Jauhan Rangkas dibanding Sumedang mah ka 

Bandung 
F : Kota keneh Banten 
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F-M : Eh, maf nya, aya naon geh di Sumedang? 
M-F : Mun ka Banten rek kamana nu deukeut? 
F-M : Alah, ayeuna mah kieu nya, ulah jauh-jauh, ieu product Sumedang, ieu product Banten 
F : Naon geura Rangkas model kieu Bul, nya?, ih amit-amit 
F : Ih, maneh kumaha sih? Urang kan sa ieu..teu kompak amat 
F : Oh, heueuh nya. Atuh da teh Rani… 
F-M : Pokokna mah bandingkeun, ieu product Sumedang jeung Banten, kieu hasil na! 
M : Ulah nempo lalaki, geus ningali awewe Sumedang encan? 
F : Si Rosa? Garila. Euweuh nanaonna 
F : Garing! 
M-F : Banten artisna saha? 
F : Ina! @@ 
All : @@@ 
F-F : Maling, maling! 
F : Maling geulis,maling geulis @@ 
M : Dimana-mana ge maling make topeng 
F-F : Nggeus eta topeng, aslina mah… 
{inaudible} 
F : Bul, si Adi gering siah kamari 
M : Mindeng pisan gering si eta mah 
F : Euweuh nu ngurusan 
 
 
Conversation #6 
Place  : The participants‟ boarding house 
Participants : 3 females 
One participant was talking to the observer then another participant came 
 
 
F : Tadi ada si T sama siapa? 
F : Itu, sama mantannya 
F : Oh ya, mantannya tadi? 
F : Ambil tas yuk! 
{inaudible} 
F : Kanapa? a..a… ( Hysteric ) 
F : Ina geus lami teu ngobrol jeung teh Rani 
F-F : Eh, pan geus bisa bahasa manusia 
F : Cicing, Ina teu heureuy yeuh @@ 
F : Ini 
F : Apaan ini? 
F : Tas 
F : Oh iya, tas gede ya? 
F : Ah, ti Indomaret nya? @ 
F : Hadiah 
F : Nya, Ina ge gaduh 
F : Gede ya, lumayan buat baju 
F-F : Ieu ge bisa yeuh (Pointing Ina) 
F : Lumayan, jang buku-buku mah 
F : Jang CD 
F-F : CD atuh da ieu, ukuranna naon? Teh Rani mah beda jeung urang @ 
F : Atuh 
{Inaudible} 
F : Anjir~ 
F : Ari nu kamari udah? 
F : Belum, Corry teh kan pas di jalan, si Indra teh nelepon ka temenna, jam berapa? Jam delapan, 

eta teh nelpon jam delapan, balik deui atuh. Belum dibersihin lagian lantainya 
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F : Teh Corry, aya kamar kosong teu didinya? 
F : Tau, mau ya, Ina ya? 
F-F : Si Ina mah kuduna di kosan si Th 
 
 
 
Conversation #7 
Place  : The participants‟ boarding house 
Participants : 3 females, 1 male 
Two participants, male and female, had just come back from buying food for dinner and enter the room where 
there was another participant with the observer. 
 
 
F : Kok teu beli makan 
F : Ih, mana nasina? 
M : Ih, mana tadi? 
F : Dimana ceunah? Tinggaleun? 
F : Teh Corry, makan 
M : Oh iya, teh Corry 
F : Eta melon nya? 
F-F : Nya, ih hoyong nya? Kasian deh lu! 
F : Naon eta? Pop ice? 
F : Pop ice 
F : Ih, malem-malem pop ice si Ina 
F : Ina lagi pengen pop ice 
F : Pop ice ta milkimas? 
F : Pop ice, emang beda rasana? 
F : Apa sih? Udah Marsel, ya Allah! 
F : Beli dimana? Japer? 
F : He-eh dong! 
F : He-eh dong, meni bangga!” 
F : Iya dong 
F : Teu nyahoeun 
F : “Mana sendok?” 
F-F : “Eh, sabaraha taun sih wawuh Nie?” 
F : “Baru sapoe” 
F : “Tah!” 
F : “Oh, he-eh poho, ditutupan horeng. Maaf atuh teh Rani, Allah” 
F : “Ih naon sih, maen dorong-dorong, deui gih!” 
F : “Sel, kita pake sendok ini aja” 
M : “Nggak mau” 
F : “Aya” 
F : “Ih, teh Rani mah bageur ayeuna” 
F-F : “Eta mah peso, oon” 
F : “Oh, salah nya? Aing, disebut oon @. Teh Rani, euweuh deui” 
F : “Si Iis atuh!” 
F : “Kamana? Kamarna? Embung ah, si Iis keur ieu, indehoy!” 
F : Eta geura, Marsel!  Bayar! 
F : Teh Rani, maaf ya, eta budak kudu dikasih pelajaran 
F-M : Peliaraan Ina 
F : Sel, kamu peliaraan Ina ceunah! @ 
M : Bae wae 
F : Iya ya, kita sehati sejiwa 
F : Anjir, meni geuleuh! 
F : Ina, mun nyaho kaditu, Nie nitip! 
F : Anjis, teh Rani bantuan Ina, daging hayamna seueur 
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F : Nie mah hayangna mie goreng? 
M : Ye udah, punya Marsel aja 
F : Kamu jangan jauh-jauh. Si mang na atuh da 
F : Kunaon kitu? Dinaon kitu? 
F : Dihayaman 
F : Kunaon atuh? 
F : Karunya. Si mang na teh geus kieu, geus kesangan teh nya, rek ngomong, Ina rek loba protes, 

loba request teh meni “Jih, aing mah jualan es bae, ieu geus pusing yeuh! 
F : Si Indra tah loba protes si eta amah 
F-F : Asin meureun nya, Na, sangu gorengna? 
F : Kunaon emang? 
F : Kan nu ngagorengna bari kesangan 
F : Ih, teh Rani kitu amat nya?! 
M : Emang asin, Na, sumpah 
F : Marsel, liat Ina jadi manis, ting ting! 
F : Jadi jeung si Heru? 
F : Tapi jeung a Subhan sagala, Ina mbung duaan jeung si Heru bisi bogoheun ka Ina 
F-F : Aya serah terima atuh 
F : Naon? 
M : Beda Ina sekarang 
F : Sel, kalo mau mah Ina udah dari dulu gitu loh!, tapi Ina ngasih kesempatan ke Rizal, apa yang Ina 

dapet dari Rizal? 
M : Gak mau Rizalnya juga 
F-F : Dibahas keneh ieu? 
F : Bener nih, Ina sebel keur dulu nungguan si rizal, Rizalna bae teu baleg, Anjir, emang Ina saha 

nya? 
M : Jadinya aja gak jadi 
F : Sat sut sat sut, kadieu atuh 
F : Saha Nie? Si Bul? 
F : Si Adi 
F : Kadieu, di! 
F : Ieu didieu 
M : Aya Marsel bilangin 
F : So what gitu loh? 
F : Teu nanya ceunah @ 
F : Teh Rani? 
F : Heh? 
F : Ina moal bayar listrik heula lah, rek balik yeuh, teu boga duit 
F-F : Eh, uang yang sudah dibayarkan tidak bisa diganggu gugat 
F : Parah amat, sih! 
M : Eh, Ina, gosong telornya 
F-M : Kumaha bae nu daharna 
M : Teh Rani gitu, natar kalo Marsel pulang, baru nanyain 
F : He-eh, nanyana teh naha lain tadi balikna 
F : Nie mah kumaha wae caritana tong ku… kajeun ganti judul aing mah 
M : Belum ada judul 
F : Belum ada pemain 
M : Pemain apa? Bintang sinetron? 
F : Pemain sirkus. Discovery channel 
 
F : Ih, Ina, nyaho rek ka japer, Nie nitip mie goreng, moal ngabaso 
F : Tadi gek Ina ieu teh Rani, naon, makana tadi Sel mana teh Rani diajak makan, ih teh Rani keluar 

ceuk si Marsel, ih b‟loon Ina rek ngajakan kan tadi teh rek meuli mie goreng, eweuh si Marsel 
balik ceunah 

M : Makanya jangan, kalo makan janjian. Tadinya kalo teh Rani nggak ke depan juga, nggak nitip 
juga, pasti dibeliin sama Marsel 
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F : Tapi teu mawa duit si Marsel 
F : Gandenglah maneh 
M : Tadikan mau lari dulu ke sini. Marsel tuh sebenernya pengertian sma teh Rani, teh Rani aja 

nggak pengertian sama Marsel 
F-M : We we we… 
F-M : Oh really? ~ 
F : Marsel jangan jadi pembual, Ina tidak suka 
M : Itu mah menghibur 
F : Bukan menghibur itu, speak iblis 
F-M : Jero. Da teu ngomong kitu ge geus iblis 
M : Bae weh  
F : Ih, he-eh, asin ya Sel ya? 
F : Ngagorengna bari…crut-crut 
F : Ih 
M : Jorok ih teh Rani 
F : Nie gitu loh, Marsel baru tau 
M : Giliran teh Rani digituin ama Marsel… 
F : Ngamuk, diusir 
{Inaudible} 
F : Alah dibayar sabaraha sih? 
M : Aku tidak bisa dibayar dengan duit 
F-M : Trus? Mie goreng? ~ 
F-M : Marsel punya harga diri gitu? ~ 
M : Nggak kemarin gua udah jual diri, jadi nggak ada harganya lagi 
F : Teh Rani, Ina diramal jeung si Ogi. Kan, anda dilindungi oleh naon, Venus nya? Dewa cinta teh 

naon? Penikahan anda akan langgeng ceunah, kalo anda tidak ikut keluarga berencana, 
anaknya banyak 

F : Dimana? 
F : Na computer 
F : Eh Corry, ceunah engke aya buka bersama ceunah 
F : Wah?! 
F : Ceuk, ceuk saha nya? Ceu si > 
F : <Ateu 
F : He-eh. Ceuk si Ateu mah ceunah rek di rumahn asi Acid 
F : Marsel, ceunah rek ditraktir ku teh Rani ceunah, kamari ngomongna 
M : Oh ya? Bener? 
F : Si Ina nyieun masalah. Eh tapi bener, tapi duit listrik, hayu bae. Di rumah si acid ceunah, si acid 

nu rek masak 
F : Si Acid yang masak? 
F : He-eh, tapi teuing imahna dimana. Kan sebelum berangkat teh kan tas lebaran 
F : Oh he-eh, berangkat kaditunya? 
F : Ka Finland 
F : Eh, Ina kan tas di FPOK teh Rani, aya mobil sedan hejo. Tit tit tit tit, ceunah nya 
F-F : Ih Ina, jorok kamu mah 
F : @@ Pas kitu Ina nengok ka belakang, “Mbak, mbak”. Ih, Santi, Ina ditanya sama yang naek  

mobil sedan ceunah 
F-F : Ha, gubrag 
F : Ceuk si Santi, “Iya Na, manggil lu”, ceunah nya, “Lu kenal nggak?”, “Nggak”, “tapi itu…”, ceuk si 

Santi teh…> 
M : < Padahal mau nanya Rizal ya? 
F : Lain.pas kitu letter D etana, Bandung. Berarti Bandung, tapi Bandung berarti lain, Ina mah teu 

kenal. Pas kitu “Teh”, “manggil saya?” 
F-F : Cewek panggilan, mupeng 
F : @ Ting-ting, Ina, ting-ting. Pas kitu nanya naon coba? “kalo perpustakaan sastra jepang 

dimana?”, ah aing teu nyaho, ceuk si Santi teh, “Ih Na, lo gitu banget”. “Apa mas?”, Ceuk Ina teh. 
Aduh, Ina hayang seuri jeung si Santi 
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F : Urang mah perpustakaan nga hiji 
F : Cuma satu, kalo di UI emang gitu 
F : Satu? Di HIMA? 
F : Emang aya kitu di HIMA? 
F : Aya 
F : Ina, mun di UNPAD emang enya 
F : Iya, di UI juga 
(SMS received) 
F : Suamimu 
F : Lain euy, pengen ketemu, aduh, nanti ya, nanti ke kosan. Nu hiji ieu teh curhat, deuh aing mah, 

kumaha nya? Corry mah takut eung kalo lagi perang, mencampuri. Keur bobogohan perang kitu, 
Nie, curhatna ka Corry, sieun Corry na euy! 

F : Teh Corry sabaraha dibayar? 
F : He-eh, teuing 
F : Corry mah takut salah ngasih pendapat, makana terserah, terserah wa” 
F : Konsultasi 
M : Bilang aja kalo saya nggak buka konsultasi 
F : Konsultasi sex only 
F-F : Teh Rani eta mah 
M-F : Teh Rani eta mah 
F : Maksudnya ka Nie kitu 
F-F : Omes 
F : Omes ceunah, Nie 
F : Omes is my middle name 
(SMS received) 
F : Ah, Ogi, bentar ya sayang 
F : Jiga di jungle suarana 
F : Ih, Ina, nomer HP gue yang IM3 berapa, please gua butuh banget. Ih, saha? 
M : Rizal kali? Mana? 
F : Nomer gua yang IM3? 
F : Naon? Naon? Nanya naon? 
F : Na, nomer gua yang IM3 berapa ceunah, please gua butuh banget! 
F : Siapa sih itu? 
F : Teu nyaho 
M : Bego banget sih tuh orang nomer sendiri nggak tau 
F : Itu dina komputerna a…euh, Nirina. Ina poho, horeng teh Rani nya ngawartosan. “Terang timana 

Nirina?”, ceuk Ina 
F-F : Untung teu J-lo 
All : @@@ 
 
 
~ symbolizes high pitch 
@ symbolizes laughter 
> and < simbolize over lap 
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Table of Total Teasing and Gender relation 
 
Teasing between F-M 

No Category of Teasing 
Expression of 

teasing 
Meaning Directness Utterance 

1. Teasing on the 
target‟s physical 
appearance  

Sulah Sulah means „bald'. The target was 
bald.  

Direct Bul, maneh mah sulah. 
Apal sulah? 

Goreng The word sulah „bald‟ co-occurred with 
goreng ‘ugly‟. The target was said to be 
ugly and was getting uglier with his 
baldness. 

Direct Ih, tapi Ani kan geulis. Si 
Bul, geus goreng aya 
sulahan Sulah 

Beuki goreng Beuki goreng means „getting uglier‟. The 
target was said to be getting uglier with 
his baldness. 

Direct Beuki goreng atuh, Bul! 

McJagger 
 

The target was saidto imitate McJagger 
by having fringe, but the teaser said that 
his fringe neither like that of McJagger - 
who was considered to be the 
handsome one, nor McDonald 
(=Donald) – a cartoon character. Even a 
cartoon character‟s fringe was better 
than that of the target. The target was 
ugly. 

Indirect M: Apal Rob Thomas? 
Jiga kan? Heunteu!> 
M: < Teu. McJagger 
F: McJagger heunteu, 
McDonald heunteu! 
 

McDonald 

Emukna Emuk means „mug‟. The target‟s body 
looks like a mug. The target was fat. 

Indirect Ih Bul-bul, maneh mah 
sarua jeung emukna 

Coklat Coklat means „brown‟ (of one‟s skin). 
The target was brown while the teaser 
was white. In this context, White is 
considered to be better than brown. 

Direct Gua mah masih ada 
putih-putihnya, lu mah 
coklat! 

Hideung Hideung means „black‟ (of one‟s skin). 
The target was said to be brown by his 
friend, but the teaser said that he was 
not brown but black instead. The target 
was black. In this context, being black is 
not preferred. 

Direct Naon, coklat, Hideung! 

Hideung Hideung means „black‟ (of one‟s skin). 
In this situation, the teaser called the 
target „black‟ to replace his name. The 
target name-call was taken from his skin 
color. The target was black.  

Indirect Naon, hideung? 
 

Hancur Hancur literally means „damaged‟. In 
this context, it is used to mean that the 
target was ugly because his face was 
„damaged‟. 

Indirect Anak kesayangan, 
hancur! 

Kloning yang 
gagal 

Kloning yang gagal means „a failed 
cloning‟. In this context, it means that 
the target was ugly because he was 
„inappropriately cloned‟. 

Indirect Maneh teh kloning yang 
gagal 

Beungeut anak 
Jendral 
 

Beungeut anak Jendral „face of a 
General‟s son‟ co-occurred with uok (an 
expression of something disgusting). 
General‟s son was considered have a 
good care so that they were good-
looking, while the target‟s face was 
disgusting. The target was ugly. 

Indirect 
 
 

Tingali, tingali beungeut 
anak Jendral, uok! 

Uok 
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Mencrang? 
 

The word mencrang is sometimes used 
to express something beautiful. The 
target said that if he took part in taking a 
boarding house photograph, the picture 
would be good as he was handsome. 
The target‟s statement was questioned 
by the teaser and followed by her 
expression uok (expression of 
something disgusting). The target was 
not handsome. The target was ugly. 

Indirect  Mencrang? Uok! 

Uok! 

Pangeran kodok Pangeran kodok means „frog prince‟ (a 
prince in shape of frog). The target was 
said to look like a frog. The target was 
ugly. 

Indirect Eh, tapi kok kayak 
pangeran kodok? 

Pangeran kodok Pangeran kodok means „frog prince‟ (a 
prince in shape of frog). The target said 
looking like a frog. The target was ugly. 

Indirect Kan, maneh pangeran 
kodok 

Nincak kodok Nincak kodok refers to a story that 
anyone who dreamt about stepping on a 
frog would get an ugly spouse.  The girl 
who married the target dreamt about 
stepping on a frog. The target was ugly.  

Indirect  
 

Oh iya, nincak kodok! 

Musibah pisan Musibah pisan means „a real bad luck‟. 
The girl who married the target might 
get a real bad luck as the target was 
ugly. The target was ugly. 

Indirect Eh maneh, jigana nu 
kawin jeung maneh, ya 
Allah, musibah pisan! 

Maneh 
(beungeut 
kampung rejeki 
kampung) 

The target said some people were 
beungeut kampung rejeki kampung. 
Kampung literally means „countryside‟. 
In this context, beungeut kampung 
means „ugly‟ because countryside 
people were considered to be rumpled, 
tan, and ugly. Rejeki kampung means 
„unfortunate‟ because countryside 
people were considered to be unlucky in 
earning money. The teaser pointed the 
target as one of people who beungeut 
kampung, rejeki kampung.It was the 
target who was ugly and unfortunate.   

Direct  
F: Muka sih gak pa-pa 
hancur, yang penting duit 
F: Muka kampung, rejeki 
kota  
M: Mending, beungeut 
kampung, rejeki kampung 
F: Maneh! 

Bul banget 
(beungeut 
kampung rejeki 
kampung) 

Bul banget was a spoof of gua banget 
from MTV which means „it‟s the real 
me‟. The target said some people were 
beungeut kampung rejeki kampung. 
Kampung literally means „village‟. In this 
context, beungeut kampung means 
„ugly‟ because country people were 
considered to be rumpled, tan, and ugly. 
Rejeki kampung means „unfortunate‟ 
because country people were 
considered to be unlucky in earning 
money. The teaser said that it‟s the real 
of the target who beungeut kampung, 
rejeki kampung.The target was ugly and 
unfortunate.   

Indirect F: Muka sih gak pa-pa 
hancur, yang penting duit 
F: Muka kampung, rejeki 
kota  
M:Mending, beungeut 
kampung, rejeki kampung 
F: Maneh! 
F: Bul banget! 
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Naha si Rika bet 
bogoh ka 
maneh? 

Naha si Rika bet bogoh ka maneh is 
used to question „how come a girl was 
attracted to an ugly person like the 
target?!‟. The target was ugly. 

Indirect Urang aneh, naha si Rika 
bet bogoh ka maneh?! ~ 
 

Barang sisa Barang sisa means „a discarded one‟. A 
discarded thing was the worst (ugliest) 
thing. The target was the ugliest in his 
family. 

Indirect Kalo dia, barang sisa 

Ti Hongkong Ti Hongkong’ is often used by some 
youngsters to express a contradiction. 
The target stated that he is anak mas 
„family‟s favorite child‟). The teaser said 
that it can‟t be true that the target was 
the favorite of his family as mostly the 
favorite son was the handsome one. 
The target was ugly. 

Indirect Anak mas ti Hongkong 

Nah ieu? The teaser said that even a frog had 
better skin color than that of the target. 
The target‟s skin was bad. 

Indirect Eh, lumayan kodok mah 
bodas, nah ieu? 

Beurat! Beurat means „heavy‟. „Heavy‟ was 
often associated to anything big. The 
target‟s body was big. The target was 
fat. 

Indirect Aduh, beurat! ~ 

Jelek Jelek means „ugly‟. Answering which 
one of the boys who‟s the ugliest. The 
teaser said that all of boys were ugly. 

Direct Nggak, Ani cuma 
bercanda kok diantara 
kalian merata, jeleknya 

Over weight The target was over weight. Direct Daripada Over Weight?! 
Engke disangka busung 
lapar 

Butut Butut means „bad‟. The target claimed 
that the sandal which was discussed 
about belonged to him. The teaser 
emphasizing which sandal belonged to 
the target, it is the bad one. The target‟s 
sandal was bad. 

Direct Anu butut tea 
 

Jurig Jurig means „ghost‟. The target wore a 
cowboy cap and he was considered to 
be look like a ghost. The target was not 
good-looking wearing a cowboy cap. 

Indirect Hii, ada jurig 
 

Disini ada Bul-
bul 

Disini ada Bul-bul is a spoof of „Disini 
ada setan‟ movie. It means that Bul (the 
target) was a setan (satan). The target 
wore a cowboy cap, and he was 
considered to be look like a satan. The 
target was not good-looking wearing a 
cowboy cap. 

Indirect Di sini ada Bul-bul 
(spooky voice) 
 

Kabakar Kabakar literally means „on fire‟. In a 
photograph, kabakar is used to mean 
that the result of the photograph was 
bad. The target said that if he took part 
on taking a photograph, the photograph 
would be good as he believed that he 
was handsome. The teaser questioned 
what the target said and stated that the 
photograph would be bad if the target 

Indirect Mencrang timana 
horeng? Kabakar enya… 
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took part as he was not as handsome 
as he said. The target was ugly. 

Product 
Sumedang 

 Product Sumedang refers to Sumedang 
people. The teaser said that Sumedang 
people were ugly. The target came from 
Sumedang. The target was ugly. 
 

 
Indirect 
 

Alah, ayeuna mah kieu 
nya, ulah jauh-jauh, ieu 
product Sumedang, ieu 
product Banten 

Nu daharna The target reported that he ate an over-
cooked fried egg. The teaser compared 
the egg to the target as the person who 
ate it (Nu daharna). The target was 
black. 

Indirect Kumaha bae nu daharna 

2. 
 

Teasing on the 
target‟s action and 
habit 

Kampring Kampring was taken from the word 
„kampungan‟ which means hick. The 
target‟s daily life was hick. 

Indirect Maneh tah, bungsu-
bungsu  
kampring! 

Tembok kamar 
mandi sudah… 

Tembok kamar mandi sudah... means 
that something happened to the 
bathroom wall. The previous statement 
said that the target was original but the 
teaser said that the target wasn‟t 
original because „something happened 
to the bathroom wall‟ (probably it was 
the target‟s sperm). The target often 
masturbated. 

Indirect Original, tapi tembok 
kamar mandi sudah… 
 

Berjamur Berjamur means „covered with mildew‟. 
The teaser reported that the bathroom 
wall was „covered with mildew‟; it was 
said to be caused by the target‟s sperm. 
The target often masturbated. 

Indirect Pantes, tembok teh 
berjamur 
 

Kotak Kotak means „box‟. In this context, the 
teaser said that the target made „a box‟ 
as a tool to masturbate. The target often 
masturbated. 

Indirect Pantes di kamar mandi 
kok dibikin kotak 
 

Pingsan Pingsan means „faint‟ (of the frog). 
Responding to the story of a dead frog 
in the bathroom, the teaser related it to 
the target. It is said that the frog was 
faint after having sex with the target. 
The target did sex not with a girl. The 
target often masturbated. 

Indirect Sampe pingsan 
 

Bunting Bunting means „pregnant‟ (of the frog). 
The target had a sex with a frog. The 
target often masturbated. 

Indirect Engkena kodokna 
bunting, boga anak, 
bukannya ko...k ko…k, 
tapi „Bapak!‟‟ 
 

Jiga nu 
kahausan 

Jiga nu kahausan means that the target 
seemed to be very dehydrated‟ as he 
drank a cup of coffee at once, while the 
teaser believed that drinking a coffee 
should take time. The target drank a cup 
of coffee at once.  

Indirect Tuh kan, ngopi jeung si 
Zacky mah jiga nu 
kahausan maneh mah! 

Domba Domba means „sheep‟. There was a 
story that a man did sex with a sheep. 
The teaser pointed the target as the 
man who did sex with the sheep. The 

Indirect  F: Tapi ada kan yang 
cerita anak domba kepala 
manusia? 
M: Nggak 
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target could have sex without a girl. The 
target often masturbated. 

F: Jiga na maneh jeung 
domba 

Anakna Srj Anakna Srj means „Srj‟s son‟. Srj was a 
hooligan who was famous among the 
bus drivers in Sumedang. The target 
often acted like a hooligan because he 
was „Srj‟s son‟ too such as didn‟t pay 
the bus fee and the bus station entering 
fee.  

Indirect Kalo lu-lu mau ke 
Sumedang, naek MS aja, 
gratis bo! Bilang aja 
anakna Srj 

Sono Sono means „misses‟. The target asked 
his male friend. The target was a 
homosexual as he „missed‟ his male 
friend.. 

Indirect Sono nya? 
 

Nipu 
 

The word nipu (cheat) co-occurred with 
the word „muridna‟ (the student of).  The 
target was said often cheat, and taught 
the kids to cheat. The target often told 
lies. 

Indirect Moal, kan tas nipu tea, 
muridna si Bul-bul 
 Muridna 

Peliaraan Peliaraan means „a pet‟. „a pet‟ such as 
dog always obey it‟s owner. The target 
always did what his friend asked to do 
and went wherever his friend wanted to 
go just like a dog (pet).  

Indirect Peliaraan Ina 
 

Iblis Iblis means „devil‟. In this context, the 
target was said spoke like a „devil‟ 
(rubbish). The target used to talk 
rubbish. 

Indirect Jero, da teu ngomong 
kitu ge geus iblis 
 

Mie goreng? The target said that his pride could not 
be bought by money. The teaser said 
that his pride could be bought by „fried 
noodle‟ so that he would do anything 
what the person who gave him fried 
noodle asked to do. The target always 
did what his friend asked to do. 

Indirect M: Aku tidak bisa dibayar 
dengan duit 
F: Trus? Mie goreng? 
 

Hayang 
nangkeup 

Hayang nangkeup literally means „want 
to hug‟ (whenever the target saw a 
tree). The teaser supported the previous 
statement that the target lived in a 
jungle. The target lived in a jungle that 
was why he „wanted to hug a tree‟ 
whenever he saw it. 

Indirect Paingan teu kaop nempo 
tangkal, langsung hayang 
nangkeup 

Oh, really?  
 

Oh really is often used by some people 
to question what their target said. The 
target said that the teaser‟s friend had to 
understand him. The teaser considered 
the target had no right to ask the 
teaser‟s friend to understand him as she 
wasn‟t his girlfriend. What the target 
said was rubbish. 

Indirect M: Tadikan mau lari dulu 
ke sini. Marsel tuh 
sebenernya pengertian 
sama teh Rani, teh Rani 
aja nggak pengertian 
sama Marsel 
F: Oh, really?  

Harga diri Harga diri means „pride‟. The target did 
not have pride. The target always did 
what his friend asked to do. 

Indirect Marsel punya harga diri 
gitu? 

3.  Teasing on the 
target‟s inability 

Rese Rese means „annoying‟. The target was 
thinking about a story but it took a long 

Direct Ah, maneh mah rese 
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time. The target could not think fast. 

Kampring The target did not know what the 
meaning of soul mate is. The target‟s 
knowledge was hick as „soul mate‟ is 
considered to be a familiar vocabulary. 

Indirect Zacky kan kampring 
 

Memet soul 
mate 

Someone asked the meaning of „soul 
mate‟, the target answered it with his 
own creation of playing sound from „soul 
mate‟ to tell that he didn‟t know the 
meaning of soul mate. The teaser 
laughed at his disability to answer the 
question right. The target did not know 
the meaning of soul mate.  

Indirect M: Ari soul mate teh 
naon? 
F: Zacky kan kampring 
M: Memet soul mate 
F: Ya Allah, memet soul 
mate! 

Kasian deh Kasian deh means „how poor‟ which has 
been wide-spread used among people 
in Indonesia. The target had a crush 
with a girl and had said it to her but she 
was rejected him because she had a 
boyfriend. The target could not have the 
girl. 

Indirect F: Yang saya tau Bul lagi 
deket ama yang 
namanya XX, tapi, udah 
punya gebetan 
F: Kasian deh Bul-bul 

Jadi bogoh The target‟s friends made a make up 
story. The story said that the target was 
a very rich boy. In fact, he was not. The 
target had a difficulty in attracting girls 
because he was not a rich boy. The 
teaser said if the target was a rich boy, 
she would be attracted to him. The 
target could not attract the teaser (a girl) 
because he was not a rich boy 

Indirect Urang geus nyaho kieu 
mah jadi bogoh ka si Adi 
 

Eleh Eleh means „defeated‟. Perang-
perangan which is meant by the teaser 
is teasing. The target was often 
defeated in teasing.  

Direct Alah, urang ge sok 
perang-perangan jeung 
Bul-bul teu rame, soalna 
Bul-bulna nu sok eleh 

Mmnymmnynym The target said that boys were not 
defeated but only give in to girls. 
Mmnymmnynym was an expression of 
the teaser to express her negation. 
Boys didn‟t give in but give up instead to 
girls. 

Indirect F: Alah, urang ge sok 
perang-perangan jeung 
Bul-bul teu rame, soalna 
Bul-bulna nu sok eleh 
M: Ari lalaki mah 
mengalah 
F: Alah, mmnymmnynym  

Payah Payah means „with difficulty‟. The target 
with difficulty defeated the girl. The 
target could not beat the girls in teasing 

Direct Naon?! Ih, payah 
 

Original Original (of sexual live). The target was 
still original as no girls was attracted to 
him. The target could not attract girls.  

Indirect Jigana si Bul masih 
original keneh 
 

4. Miscellany Saha nu hayang Saha nu hayang means „nobody has 
desire‟ (of having the same name with 
the target). The target‟s name was 
undesirable.  

Indirect Lagian saha nu hayang 
ngaran Ludi 

Aya naon di 
Sumedang? 

Aya naon di Sumedang? Is used to 
question what the target said that his 
home town was the best. The target‟s 
hometown was not as good as he said. 

Indirect Eh, maaf nya, aya naon 
di Sumedang? 
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Teasing between M-M 

No Category of Teasing 
Expression of 

teasing 
Meaning Directness Utterance 

1. Teasing on the target‟s 
physical appearance 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Diponi The target had fringe because he 
wanted to cover his baldness, and his 
fringe did not make him look like Rob 
Thomas (a singer) who also had fringe. 
The target was bald. 

Indirect Matakna diponi, kunaon 
geura? Rob Thomas, apal 
Rob Thomas? Jiga kan? 
Heunteu! 

Coklat busuk Busuk literally means „rotten‟. In this 
context, Coklat busuk means dark 
brown (of one‟s skin). The target was 
black. 

Indirect  Coklat busuk 
 

Kacingcalang Kacing calang literally means „unfertile 
eggs‟. Unfertile eggs were considered to 
be disgusting and black. In this context, 
it means that the target was the ugliest 
in his family.  

Indirect  Anu kacingcalangna 
 

Anak sapi Mostly mothers gave birth to his children 
in the hospital. The target‟s mother gave 
birth to her real son in the hospital, but 
somebody exchanged her real son with 
a cow so that she brought up a cow 
rather than her real son. The target was 
ugly because he was „a cow‟. 

Indirect Maneh tah, hilian jeung 
bakalan anak sapi di 
rumah sakitna, nyaho 
urang ge 

Bintang opat 
ditarang 

Bintang opat ditarang literally means 
„four stars in forehead‟ (to support the 
teaser‟s story that the target was a 
General‟s son). A General has four stars 
on his uniform as his identity. To prove 
that the target was a General‟s son, the 
teaser pointed that the target had four 
stars identity in his forehead. The 
target‟s forehead is not smooth. 

Indirect Pan aya tanda lahir 
bintang opat di tarang 

Bersyukur 
 
 

The word bersyukur means „thankful‟. 
When the target married a woman, he 
would be thankful as he could attract a 
woman. The target was ugly. The word 
bersyukur co-occurred with the word the 
word bersabar which means „endure‟. 
When the target who was ugly married a 
woman, the woman would endure as 
she had an ugly spouse. 

Indirect Duanana asup surga, 
inget anu itu tea? Kan 
anu hiji asup surga gara-
gara bersyukur, anu hijina 
gara-gara bersabar tea 

Bersabar 

Hayam Hayam means „rooster‟. The target was 
considered look like a rooster. The 
target was ugly. 

Indirect Hayam jiga maneh 

Tak mampu Tak mampu literally means „unable‟. In 
this context, tak mampu is used to mean 
that the frog could not bear (of the 
target‟s physical appearance) so that it 
said was faint when it had sex with the 
target who was ugly. The target was 
ugly.  

Indirect F: Kodokna sampe 
pingsan 
M: Kodok pun tak mampu 
 

Saruakeun Saruakeun bengeutna means Indirect Saruakeun beungeutna, 
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bengeutna „comparing the target‟s face (to the 
frog)‟. The target‟s face was as the 
same as that of the frog. The target was 
ugly. 

sarua Bul! 

Buluk Buluk literally means „mouldy‟. In this 
context, buluk means „rumpled‟ (of the 
target‟s skin). The target‟s skin was 
rumpled. 

Indirect F: Eh, lumayan kodok 
mah bodas, nah ieu?  
M: Buluk 

Kuda Kuda means „horse‟ (of the target‟s 
spectacle). The target‟s spectacle made 
look like a horse. The target was ugly. 

Indirect Jadi kalau kita lihat dari 
kacamata kuda dan 
kacamata Ludi, sama 
saja. Ludi kuda! 

Tukang becak Tukang becak means „becak driver‟. In 
this context, „becak drivers‟ were 
considered to be tan and ugly. The 
target was look like a „becak driver‟. The 
target was tan and ugly. 

Indirect Maneh mah can 
ngarasaeun dikepret ku 
tukang becak. Zack, 
kepret!” 

Supir Supir means „driver‟. In this context, 
„drivers‟ were considered to be tan and 
ugly. The target was look like a driver. 
The target was tan and ugly.  

Indirect Urang geus ngomong, 
sabenerna si Rika teh 
keur neangan masa 
depan, si Rika teh kan 
batak, boga angkot, 
euweuh nu nyupir, 
euweuh deui nu jadi 
supir, geus bae si Zacky 

Diponorogo The target said that he was look like 
pangeran Diponogoro. Pangeran 
Diponogoro was a national hero. The 
teaser made a spoof of the word 
Diponogoro to diponorogo (in the 
Ponorogo {name of a city}). The teaser 
questioned what the target said that the 
target was look like pangeran 
Diponogoro who was considered to be 
charismatic. The target was ugly.  

Indirect M: Jiga kieu ge, jiga 
pangeran Diponegoro 
M-M : Di Ponorogo! 
 
 

Mas baso The target said that he was anak mas 
(emas =golden). The teaser expressed 
his disbelief by making a spoof from the 
word emas into mas (Javanese term of 
address to older males). The teaser 
questioned the target‟s statement that 
he was a favorite son as the favorite son 
was considered to be the most 
handsome one. The target was not the 
favorite son. The target was ugly.  

Indirect Anak mas baso 
 

2. Teasing on the 
target‟s action and 
habit 

Anak Jendral Anak Jendral means „General‟s son‟. 
The target‟s father was not a General 
but he was a hooligan instead who was 
famous among the bus drivers in 
Sumedang. A General‟ son was 
considered to obey the rule. A hooligan 
such as the target‟s father was the 
opposite, he broke the rule. The target 
often acted like a hooligan too such as 
didn‟t pay the bus fee and the bus 

Indirect Apal kisah si Bul anu 
anak jendral tea? Jadi 
sabenerna si Trj the 
sabenerna ajudan jendral. 
Si Jendral the diserang ku 
PKI. Tah, si Jendral the 
„Trj, selamatkan anakku‟, 
si Bul anakna teh 
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station entering fee.  

Urang kampung Urang kampung means „a country 
person‟. In this context, country people 
were considered to be hick. The way the 
target drinks milk coffee at once was 
hick like a „country person‟. 

Indirect Ari urang kampung mah 
atuh, jauh kana kopi 
susu! 
 

Jeung ucing The target is said to have sex with a cat. 
The target did sex not with a girl. The 
target often masturbated even did sex 
„with a cat‟. 

Indirect Wah Jack, maneh geus 
nge-sex jack, maneh 
jeung ucing nu mana? Nu 
hideung, nu coklat? 

Jeung kodok Jeung kodok means „with a frog‟. The 
target was said to have sex with a frog. 
The target did sex not with a girl. The 
target often masturbated even did sex 
„with a frog‟. 

Indirect  Wah, berarti jeung kodok 
 

Tanggungjawab Responding to the statement that the 
frog was dead, the target was said to be 
the one whose responsibility for it. The 
target had sex with the frog until it died. 
The target masturbated. 

indirect Bul, tanggungjawab Bul 
 

Ngaran ucing The teaser said that the target‟s 
girlfriend name was a cat‟s name. The 
target‟s girlfriend was said to be a cat. 
The target was too proud of having a 
girlfriend (in fact, his girlfriend was „a 
cat‟). 

Indirect Rika teh ngaran ucing 
 

Cahyono Rika is a name of a girl, while Cahyono 
is a name of a boy. The target was said 
to have a boy as his „girlfriend‟. The 
target was too proud of having girlfriend 
because (in fact, his girlfriend was „a 
boy‟).  

Indirect  Rika Cahyono 
 

3. Teasing on the 
target‟s inability 

Lila Lila means „too long‟. It took a long time 
for the target to tell a story. The target 
could not think fast. 

Direct Ah lila, ke heula Zack, 
aing balik heula, sare 
heula 

Neunggar cadas Neunggar cadas literally means 
„crashing a canyon‟. In this context, the 
teaser expressed that it might be hurt 
like „crashing a canyon‟ having a crush 
on a girl whose a boyfriend so that he 
was rejected. The target was rejected by 
a girl because she had a boyfriend. The 
target could not attract the girl to choose 
him rather than his boyfriend. 

Indirect Dengan kata lain, 
neunggar cadas 
 

Terhubung 
dengan tembok 

Terhubung dengan tembok is a spoof of 
anda terhubung dengan mailbox. In this 
context, the teaser expressed that it 
might be hurt; having a crush on a girl 
whose a boyfriend so that he was 
rejected. The target was rejected by a 
girl because she had a boyfriend. The 
target could not attract the girl to choose 
him rather than his boyfriend. 

Indirect Anda terhubung dengan 
tembok 
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Keleketek Keleketek means „irritate‟ me (to make 
me laugh). It‟s not funny. You didn‟t 
make me laugh so „irritate me‟ to make 
me laugh. You couldn‟t make a funny 
joke. 

Indirect Ih keleketek, ait! 
 

Orang kaya Orang kaya means „a rich person‟. The 
teaser made up a story that the target 
was a rich boy. In fact, the target was 
not a rich boy (sometimes he runs out of 
money). In this context, the „rich boy‟ is 
used as a negation of the reality at that 
time, the target ran out of money. The 
target who ran out of money could not 
buy anything he wanted even food so 
that he often borrowed money to his 
friends. 

Indirect Sekarang kita bercerita 
soal Adi. Adi itu orang 
kaya, At mah lewat! Tapi 
sebenernya, si Adi cerita 
ka urang, bahwa 
manehna hirup kieu the 
ngan saukur 
penyamaran, urang teh 
hayang meunangkeun 
cewek anu tidak 
memandang harta 

Sare heula Sare heula means „sleep first‟. The 
target thought too long that the time 
could be used to „sleep first‟. 

Indirect Ah aing, sare heula, Di, 
balik heula 

Balik heula 

 
 
 
 
Teasing between M-F 

No Category of teasing 
Expression of 

teasing 
Meaning Directness Utterance 

1. Teasing on the 
target‟s physical 
appearance 

Belenong Belenong means „bulge forehead‟. The 
teaser said that he didn‟t have „bulge 
forehead‟ but it was the target whose 
„bulge forehead‟. 

Indirect Tapi urang mah teu 
belenong jiga Lou Han 

Kamu 
(nongnong) 

The teaser supported the previous 
teasing that the target had bulge 
forehead. Kamu means „It‟s you‟ (who is 
had bulge forehead). The target had 
„bulge forehead‟. 

Direct F: Ke heula. Musik, musik, 
nongnong nongnong 
M: Iya, kamu tuh!  

Mutasi gen Mutasi gen literally means „gene 
mutation‟. The target was ugly because 
she was a „mutant‟. 

Indirect Mutasi gen kan terjadi 
 

Eksperimen 
yang gagal 

Experimen yang gagal literally means „a 
failed experiment‟. A failed experiment 
created a bad creature. The target is 
ugly. 

Indirect Henteu, anak pertama 
mah kitu, eksperimen, 
eksperimen yang gagal 

(Endog) Burung Burung, in Sundenese, literally means 
„unfertile eggs‟. Unfertile eggs were 
considered to be stinky and bad. The 
target was the ugliest in her family just 
like an „unfertile egg‟. 

Indirect Diibaratkan endog hayam, 
aya nu burungna geuning 
 

Kacang garing Kacang garing literally means „crunchy 
nuts‟. In this context, it means „dull / not 
funny‟. It is not funny is used to question 
the statement of the target that she was 
muka kota (pretty). Muka kota literally  
means „uptown face‟. In this context, 
muka kota means „pretty‟. The target 
was considered to be ugly as she wasn‟t 

Indirect Mun muka kota rejeki kota 
jiga kieu mah, koaci atuh, 
kacang garing 
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an „uptown face‟.  

Nyere Nyere means „broom‟. The target was 
skinny like a „broom‟. 

Indirect Itu geura busung lapar, 
apal nyere? 

Pendek Pendek means „short‟. The target was 
not a model as she was short. The target 
was short. 

Direct Model, pendek! 
 

Model naon? The teaser questioned the target‟s 
statement that she was a model. A short 
people could not be a model. The target 
could not be a model as she was short. 

Indirect Model naon?! 
 

Orang jawa Orang jawa means „Javanese‟. Most of 
the participants were Sundanese. The 
target was a Javanese. There was a 
thought of the participants that most 
Javanese were considered to be slow, 
brown, and the way Javanese speak was 
considered to make them ugly. The 
target was Javanese. 

Indirect Bapak lu Solo, euh, orang 
jawa lo! 
 

2. Teasing on the 
target‟s action and 
habit 

Lukas (lutung 
kasarung) 

Lukas was an acronym of lutung 
kasarung which means „ghost in shape 
of monkey‟ (a legend from Sunda). The 
target said uu aa uu aa (monkey style). 
The target‟s action was like a „ghost in 
shape of monkey‟. 

Indirect Aya sora gorilla, ganti lah 
ngarana si   Lukas , lutung 
kasarung 

Ramon (ratu 
monkey) 

Ramon was an acronym of ratu monkey 
which means „the queen of monkey‟. The 
teaser supported his previous teasing. 
The way the target acted like a „queen of 
monkey‟. 

Indirect Ramon, Ratu monkey 
 

Baduy Baduy is a primitive tribe from Banten 
province. The way the target and friends 
teased the like a primitive tribe. The way 
the target and friends tease was too 
much like a „primitive tribe‟. 

Indirect  Tiga lawan satu, kabeh 
teu nyarakola, dasar 
orang-orang daerah, 
baduy 

Urang kampung Urang kampung means „a country 
person‟. „Country people‟ were 
considered left behind in technology so 
that they rarely take a photograph. The 
target didn‟t get used to take a 
photograph as she was a „villager‟. 
 

Indirect Ceuk urang ge, urang 
kampung mah tara difoto, 
injeksi atuh! 

Teu biasa Teu biasa means „didn‟t get used to‟. 
The way the target acted after taking a 
photograph showed that she „didn‟t get 
used to‟ take a photograph. The target 
didn‟t get used to take a photograph, and 
it was considered to be uncommon. 

Direct Katingali, teu biasa atuh 
 

Pernah difoto Supporting his previous teasing, the 
teaser asked whether the target has 
„ever taken a photograph or not‟. The 
target didn‟t get used to take a 
photograph. 

Indirect Yeuh, geus pernah difoto 
encan? Nanya!  
 

Beda Beda means „different‟. What the target 
said at past was different to the way she 
acted at the present time. The target 

Indirect Beda Ina sekarang 
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used to say that she could not forget a 
boy but now she closed to three boys. 

Dipikanyaah Dipikanyaah means „favorite‟. The target 
often teased the teaser too much that 
made the target feel that he was not the 
teaser‟s „favorite. 

Indirect Naon, didieu ge heunteu 
dipikanyaah ku batur 

Teh Rani eta 
mah 

The target said „konsulatsi seks only’ 
(Sex consultation only). The teaser 
pointed that it was the target who did sex 
consultation. The target is an 
experienced person in sex.  

Direct F: Konsultasi seks only 
F: Teh Rani eta mah 

3. Teasing on the 
target‟s inability 

Jawa Barat Jawa Barat means „West Java‟, a 
province with Sundanese as their 
traditional language. The target lived in 
Depok which is included into West Java 
province, but she couldn‟t speak 
Sundanese. The target could not speak 
Sundanese. 

Indirect Depok tuh Jawa Barat 
 

USA (Urang 
Sunda Asli) 

The teaser believed that Sundanese has 
been wide-spread out used that USA 
(Sundanese, a spoof from United state of 
America) could speak Sundanese. The 
target could not speak Sundanese. 

Indirect Iya dong, orang USA aja 
ngerti dong 
 

Nasib kampung Nasib kampung literally means „a village 
fate‟. In this context, it means 
unfortunate because country people 
were considered to be unlucky in earning 
money. The target sometimes ran out of 
money.  
 

Indirect F: Mun urang, muka kota 
rejeki kota 
M: Nasib kampung  
 

Nge-drop terus 
bunuh diri 

The word nge-drop „dropping‟ co-
occurred with bunuh diri „suicide‟. The 
teaser said that boys were not defeated 
in teasing, they only gave in girls 
because girls are sensitive; they could 
be shocked even they could do suicide. 
The target could be defeated.  

Indirect Soalna awewe mah mun 
dielehkeun nge-drop 
engekena, terus bunuh 
diri 

Tali ngagantung Supporting his previous teasing, the 
teaser pointed to tali ngagantung which 
mean ‘hanging rope‟. Girls were 
sensitive so that the teaser gave in to 
her, if he did not the target would do 
suicide. The target could be defeated. 

Indirect  Naon maksudna di 
hareupeun kamar aya tali 
ngagantung 

Cuma pusing The target reported that she was pusing 
„dizzy‟‟. The teaser said that dizzy was 
just such a little disease. The target 
could not bear such a little disease.  

Indirect Alah, Cuma pusing jauh 
kana peujit 

Panyakit 
kampung 

The target said that she had migrant. 
The teaser said that migrant was a 
panyakit kampung (literally means „a 
village disease‟. In this context, it means 
a little disease). The target could not 
bear such a little sickness. 

Indirect Alah, panyakit kampung 
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Eleh Eleh means „defeated‟. The target could 
not answer the teaser‟s previous teasing. 
The target was „defeated‟ in teasing. 

 Ih, teu bisa ngomong, 
eleh! 
 

Elehan The word fakta „a fact‟ co-occurred with 
the word bukti „evidence‟. The target said 
that the teaser often defeated in teasing. 
At that time, the target could not 
„defense‟ herself when the teaser teased 
her.  The tease could defeat the target. 

Indirect Ceunah urang elehan 
bae, itu bukti,  fakta 

Kaya Kaya means „rich‟. The teaser made up a 
story about a very rich boy who used a 
car to be his chicken cage. The teaser‟s 
story was an impossible thing. The target 
could not attract a very rich boy (as she 
wanted) as her boyfriend. 

Indirect F: Pengen punya pacar!!  
M: Ada di FIP namanya 
AT saking ku kayana, eta 
mobil karimun ge dipake 
kandang hayam, arek Ni? 

Irung mancur 
 

Irung mancur literally means „runny nose‟ 
(spoof of irung mancung „sharp nose‟) 
co-occurred with dada bulukan which 
literally means „mouldy chest‟ (spoof of 
dada buluan „hairy chest‟).The boy who 
was told by the teaser was handsome; 
he had sharp nose and hairy chest. The 
wanted to have a new boyfriend, the 
teaser said that the target could not have 
a handsome boyfriend as she wanted so 
that she could have a „runny nose‟ and 
„mouldy chest‟ boy. 

Indirect Nya irung mancur dada 
bulukan  

Dada bulukan 

4. Miscellany Nu deukeut Nu deukeut means „the nearest place‟ (of 
the target‟s hometown). The target‟s 
hometown was far from anywhere. The 
target‟s hometown was isolated. 

Indirect  Mun ka Banten, rek 
kamana nu deukeut?! 
 

Artis  Artis literally means „artist‟. In this 
context, artist means stars. The teaser 
considered that a city could be proud of if 
there was a star from it. The target‟s 
hometown was not such great as she 
said. 

Indirect Banten artisna saha?! 

 
 
 
Teasing between F-F 

No Category of teasing 
Expression of 

teasing 
Meaning Directness Utterance 

1. Teasing on the 
target‟s physical 
appearance 

Jiga saha? Responding to the teasing that the 
target was had bulge forehead. The 
teaser asked jiga saha „like who?‟ while 
she knew the answer. It is the target 
whose bulge forehead. 

Indirect M: Tapi urang mah teu 
belenong jiga Lou Han 
F: Jiga saha?! 
 

Nongnong  Nongnong means wide „fore-headed‟. 
One of the participants asked the teaser 
to play music but the teaser wanted kept 
on teasing the wide forehead of the 
teaser. The target had bulge forehead. 

Indirect  Ke heula. Musik, musik, 
nongnong nongnong 

Kamu (Sulah) The target asked the participants Direct F-M: Bul, maneh mah 
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whether they knew the meaning of sulah 
(bald), and one of the teaser said that 
she didn‟t know the meaning of sulah 
(bald) but knew that it was the target 
whose bulge forehead. The target had 
bulge forehead. 

sulah, apal sulah? 
F: Nggak ah, kamu tuh! 
(sulah) 

Produk gagal Product gagal means „a failed product‟. 
A failed product was considered to be 
bad. The target is the ugliest in her 
family. 

Indirect Iya, ibaratnya, lo produk 
gagalnya 

Topeng Topeng means „mask‟. The target was 
pretty, but the teaser that it was not the 
target‟s real face. The target‟s face was 
considered to be fake. The atregt was 
said to be ugly. 

Indirect Nggeus, eta topeng 
 

Ieu ge bisa yeuh 
(put into big 
bag) 
 

Talking about a big bag, the teaser said 
that the target could be put into the bag. 
The target was said to be tiny as she 
could be „put into a big bag‟. 

Indirect F: (Tasnya) gede ya, bisa 
buat baju. 
F: Ieu ge bisa yeuh (put 
into big bag) 
 

Ukuranna naon? Ukuranna means „the size‟ co-occurred 
with the word CD „underwear‟. The 
target said that her underwear also 
could be put into the bag. The teaser 
questioned what size the target‟s 
underwear was. The target‟s genital was 
said to be abnormal. 

Indirect CD atuh da ieu, ukuranna 
naon? Teh Rani mah 
beda jeung urang 

2. Teasing on the 
target‟s action and 
habit 

Nah, si Ani? In a magazine, it was said that people 
who has had sex cut off their genital 
hair. The teaser said that her genital 
hair was long, and she questioned 
whether the target‟s genital hair was 
long too.  The target has had a sex. 

Indirect  F: Eh, gua baca Koran, 
eh bukan, majalah, 
katanya di Amerika, 
cewek kalo mo nge-sex, 
bulunya dicukur. Nah, 
kalo dia bulunya panjang-
panjang, berarti dia 
belum nge-sex 
F: Berarti sama dong ama 
gua, nah si Ani? 

Maling Maling means „a thief‟. The target 
borrowed the slippery of someone (her 
boarding house mate) without 
permission just like a „thief‟‟.  

Indirect  Maling, maling 
 

Bahasa 
manusia 

Bahasa manusia means „human 
language‟. Both the target and the 
teaser were busy so that they didn‟t 
have a chat for a long time. It was the 
first time they had a chat again. The 
target didn‟t chat with the teaser for a 
long time whereas they could speak 
„human language‟.  

Indirect Eh, pan geus bisa bahasa 
manusia 
 

Si Th Si Th was considered as a religious 
person. The target needed religious 
person to remind her whenever she did 
wrong such as undressing her veil. The 
target often undressed her veil.  

Indirect Si Ina mah kuduna di 
kosan si TH 
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Bohong Bohong means „lie‟. The target stated 
that she took a photograph quit often. 
The teaser said that the target told lies 
as after taking a photograph she 
seemed feel uncomfortable so that she 
wanted to go home soon. The target‟s 
action made believe the teaser that she 
didn‟t get used to take a photograph. 

Indirect F: Eh, maaf nya, Nie kan 
kieu-kieu oge urusan 
difoto mah atuh jurigna 
F: Bohong, kamari tas 
difoto teh nya hayang 
langsung balik, embung 
jalan-jalan 

Jorok Jorok means „obscene‟. The target told 
a story about someone who drove a 
luxurious car, the person blew the horn 
with sound „tit tit tit‟ (tit tit was an alias of 
male genital). The target was obscene.  

Direct F: Eh, Ina kan tas di 
FPOK teh Rani, aya 
mobil sedan hejo. Tit tit tit 
tit, ceunah nya 
F: Ih, Ina jorok kamu mah 

Serah terima Serah terima means „exchange‟. The 
target was accompanied by a boy to bus 
station where she was going to go to 
her home town, but her boyfriend was 
waiting for her and ready to pick her up 
at the bus station at her home town. The 
boy who accompanied her to the bus 
station did „exchange her‟ with her 
boyfriend. The target had a boyfriend 
but she closed to another boy. 

Indirect Aya serah terima atuh 
 

Dibahas keneh Dibahas keneh means „still being 
discussed‟. The target once said that 
she wouldn‟t talk about her love story 
with a boy anymore but she talked 
about him again. 

Indirect  F: Sel, kalo mau mah Ina 
udah dari dulu gitu loh!, 
tapi Ina ngasih 
kesempatan ke Rizal, apa 
yang Ina dapet dari 
Rizal? 
M: Gak mau Rizalnya 
juga 
F: Dibahas keneh ieu? 
 

Diganggu gugat Diganggu gugat literally means „being 
disturbed‟. In this context, the target has 
paid the electric bill but she asked her 
money back as she didn‟t have money 
for going home to her hometown. The 
target‟s action was unusual in their 
boarding house.  

Indirect  Eh, uang yang sudah 
dibayarkan tidak bisa 
diganggu gugat. 

Gubrag Gubrag is often used by some 
youngsters to express their surprise 
(like in a cartoon movie). The target‟s 
action that she was very happy when 
someone with luxurious car called her 
was surprising as it is a usual thing. The 
target was hick.  

Indirect F: Pas kitu Ina nengok ka 
belakang, “Mbak, mbak”. 
Ih, Santi, Ina ditanya 
sama yang naek  mobil 
sedan ceunah 
F: Haa, gubrag 

Teh Rani eta 
mah 

The target said „konsulatsi seks only’ 
(Sex consultation only). The teaser 
pointed that it was the target who did 
sex consultation. The target is an 
experienced person in sex as she could 
hold a „sex consultation‟.  

Direct F: Konsultasi seks only 
F: Teh Rani eta mah  
 

Omes (Otak 
mesum) 

Omes was an acronym from otak 
mesum which means „obscene‟. The 

Indirect F: Konsultasi sex only, 
maksudna ka Nie kitu 
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target talked about sex consultation. 
The target was obscene as she related 
the consultation to sex.  

F: Omes 

J-Lo The target told a story that her friend 
read her computer and find her alias, 
Nirina (a famous MTV VJ). Besides 
Nirina, the target‟s alias was J-Lo 
(Jennifer Lopez, a famous singer). The 
target usually introduces herself as J-
Lo.  

Indirect  F: Itu dina komputerna 
a…euh, Nirina. Ina poho, 
horeng teh Rani nya 
ngawartosan. “Terang 
timana Nirina?”, ceuk Ina 
F: Untung teu J-Lo 

Oon (blo‟on) Oon was taken from the word blo’on 
which means „stupid‟. The target took a 
knife rather that spoon that she was 
looking for. The way the target took a 
knife rather than spoon is a „stupid‟ 
action. 

Indirect Eta mah peso, oon! 

Cewek 
panggilan 
 

Cewek panggilan literally means „a 
prostitute‟. In this context, it is used to 
be a spoof of panggilan was taken from 
the word panggil which mean „to call‟. 
As a stranger called the target and the 
target replied it enthusiastically. The 
target‟s action was look like a 
„prostitute‟.   
The word mupeng, an acronym of muka 
pengen „horny‟, co-occurred with the 
word cewek panggilan „a prostitute‟. In 
this context, mupeng „horny‟ was used 
to support cewek panggilan „a 
prostitute‟. The target was enthusiastic 
when a stranger with a luxurious car 
called her like a „prostitute‟ who was 
„horny‟. 

Indirect F: Lain.pas kitu letter D 
etana, Bandung. Berarti 
Bandung, tapi Bandung 
berarti lain, Ina mah teu 
kenal. Pas kitu “Teh”, 
“manggil saya?” 
F: Cewek panggilan, 
mupeng 

Mupeng (muka 
pengen) 

3. Teasing on the 
target‟s inability 

Kampring Kampring was taken from the word 
kampungan which means „hick‟. The 
target could not speak Sundanese. The 
ability of the target in speaking 
Sundanese was hick.  

Indirect  Ih, kampring banget! 
 

Jodoh Kampung Jodoh means „spouse‟ co-occurred with 
the word kampung which literally means 
„village‟. In this context, the target was 
said would get a spouse from village. 
Country people were considered to be 
tan, rumpled, and ugly. The target could 
not get a pretty girl. 

Indirect  F: Mun urang, muka kota 
rejeki kota  
F: Jodoh kampung  
 

Anak Econg Econg (an insane man‟s name). The 
target wanted to have a new boyfriend, 
and the teaser pointed Econg‟s son to 
be her boyfriend. so she better has 
„Econg‟s son‟ to be her boyfriend rather 
than keep on dreaming having a new 
boyfriend. The target was dreaming 
having a boyfriend that instant. The 
target could not have a boyfriend that 
easy. 

Indirect Ti tadi hayang boga 
kabogoh bae, ceuk urang 
teh anak econg ambil, 
lumayan 
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Nasib ~ Nasib means „fate‟. Gathering two 
previous teasing; nasib kampung and 
jodoh kampung, the target was said that 
it was the target‟s fate that he could not 
get a pretty girl nor earn a lot of money. 

Indirect F: Mun urang, muka kota 
rejeki kota  
F: Nasib ~ 
 

Sabaraha taun 
wawuh Nie? 

Sabaraha taun wawuh Nie? literally 
means “How many years you‟ve known 
me (the teaser)?”. The target needed a 
spoon but she couldn‟t find the place of 
the spoon whereas she often comes to 
the teaser‟s room and has known the 
teaser quit long. The target couldn‟t find 
where the teaser put her spoon.  

Indirect Eh, sabaraha taun wawuh 
Nie? 
 

Hoyong The word hoyong „want‟ co-occurred 
with the phrase Kasian deh lu – which 
was often used by some people to tease 
their target on their inability. The target 
wanted the drink but she could not have 
it as it not belong to her. 

Direct Nya, ih hoyong nya? 
Kasian deh lu! 

Kasian deh lu 
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